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ABSTRACT
ASPECTS OF PHYSICAL ANGING AND SOLID-STATE PROCESSING OF
POLYMERIC GLASSES
SEPTEMBER 2015
ANGELA V. CUGINI B. S., VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY
M. S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
PH.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Alan J. Lesser
This thesis focuses on unconventional methods to improve the mechanical
properties of glassy polymers such as PMMA, Tritan™ Copolyester, and epoxy-based
thermosets by influencing the intrinsic mechanical behavior through solid-state
processing. The solid-state processing includes pre-stress, mechanical rejuvenation, and
mechanical work hardening that cause changes in microscopic conformation structure
and dynamics of glassy polymers and enhance properties such as non-linear deformation
behavior and low and high velocity fracture. To utilize such unconventional techniques,
one needs to understand fundamental origins of dynamics in polymeric glasses where the
chain segments are not completely frozen and the segmental diffusion displays high
degree of intermolecular cooperativity. We demonstrate how fundamental principles of
polymer physics can be applied to improve fracture toughness of polymeric glasses.
Emphasis is placed on structure-process-property relationships of these systems.
In Chapter 2 long-term effects of physical aging and solid state processing are
monitored through dynamic mechanical properties of an amorphous glassy polymer.
These phenomena are investigated through dynamic mechanical testing that evaluates in-
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situ the evolution of the storage modulus with time during annealing and physical aging.
Comparisons are made on samples with different thermal histories and mechanical
treatment. The results are discussed in context to an aging rate obtained from the various
thermal and mechanical treatments.

We demonstrate that there is apparent work

hardening of glassy polymers. The effect of strain rate, dwell time and material are
compared and the permanence of the processing is investigated.
In Chapter 3, we investigate the effect mechanical rejuvenation on the fracture
toughness of epoxy-based thermosets and correlate the kinetics of the recovery of fracture
toughness to compression based ductility parameters and dynamic mechanical analysis
(DMA)-based aging rates. We also investigate the effect of molecular additives,
antiplasticizers, on the structural recovery rate of the epoxy after mechanical
rejuvenation.
Chapter 4 studies the optimization of prestressed poly (methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA), through equibiaxial compression with increasing amounts of shear and simple
shear. To suppress inherent large radial crack growth associated with simple shear
prestress, orientation is superimposed to minimize crack growth. These prestressed states
are compared at both low velocity and ballistic rates. To investigate the low velocity
impact dependence on rate, a strain energy density term is used to remove the
dependence of geometry. Lastly, to reduce scatter in ballistic date, a master curve is
developed to collapse all data regardless of boundary conditions, rate of impact and
materials.
In Chapter 5 we examine the correlation between ductility parameters based on
dynamic mechanical data and fracture toughness and other non-linear mechanical

viii

properties. This chapter focuses on the model system poly (methyl methacrylate) and the
relationship of these ductility parameters to other engineering properties for a range of
temperatures and strain rates.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
	
  
Polymers typically have good thermal and mechanical properties, which make
them attractive to use in structural applications. However, glassy polymer load bearing
applications become limited due to their low tensile strength and impact performance.
Accordingly, there is significant commercial and academic interest into techniques to
prepare glassy polymers with improved mechanical properties. Currently, the most
popular method to improve the properties of glassy polymers is to introduce
heterogeneity into the system, which has been shown to improve the tensile strength
and/or improve impact performance through mitigating strain localization1. Another, less
common approach to improve the properties of glassy polymers is to change the intrinsic
mechanical behavior of the material.

Therefore, our motivation of this thesis is to

improve the intrinsic mechanical behavior of glassy polymers through solid state
processing, increasing the ductility of the system.

Specifically, these processing

techniques include mechanical rejuvenation, work hardening, prestress and orientation.
The focus of this thesis is on glassy polymers and the systems studied include
thermoplastics and thermosets. One common limitation of these treatments is that their
improvements decay with time. Accordingly, our strategy also investigates the effect of
molecular additives on the transient nature of the improvements created by solid state
processing techniques. Lastly, there is much interest to estimate the mechanical behavior
of polymeric systems; various ductility parameters are studied in this thesis to observe if

1

there are any correlations to the mechanical performance and important engineering
properties.
1.1 Intrinsic compressive properties of polymeric glasses
Intrinsic mechanical properties of polymers can be measured using a non-standard
compression tests, that is, a mechanical compression tests that is not commonly used in
the glassy polymer industry. In this test, a cylindrical polymeric glass sample with
equivalent height-diameter is analyzed in compression. The sample is first lubricated to
reduce any friction. The sample is then compressed at a constant strain rate to measure
the true stress-true strain response of the material.

Since the cylindrical sample is

compressed, any localization that leads to premature failure in other stress states is
suppressed. In contrast, a common mechanical test in the polymeric glass industry is the
tension test. When a glassy polymer is deformed in tension, under larger deformation,
the response is dominated by strain localization, which is the formation of either a neck,
craze or shear band. Theses types of strain localization lead to ultimate failure of the
polymer before strain hardening can be observed. In Figure 1.1 the compressive true
stress and neo-hookean strain response of a glassy polymer is presented, and the
mechanical properties that are measured in this test are labeled.

2

Figure 1.1 True stress and Neo-Hookean strain response during compression test of
polymeric glasses
In the initial linear slope of the compressive curve is the modulus of the polymer,
E. The modulus depends on the density of the material and scales with temperature and
strain rate2. As a polymer ages and approaches a thermal equilibrium, the density of the
glass increases, free volume decreases. Therefore during aging, the modulus of the glass
increases as a function of aging.
When the curve becomes non-linear the yield stress, σy, occurs and is measured as
the maximum true stress when the slope goes to zero. The yield stress is the onset of
plastic deformation of the glass3. The quantification of yield stress is of importance for
any application of the glassy polymers since yield stress serves as the maximum loadbearing limit. For glassy polymers, the yield stress is still not well understood. Some
have postulated that at the yield stress, the polymer goes to a new meta-stable state that
persists after the load is removed. Others have also postulated that at the yield stress is
3

the onset of vitreous flow4. The yield stress is related to the strength of the entangled
network and dependent on thermomechanical history.

As the polymer is aged or

annealed to accelerate the aging process, the yield stress increases. The yield stress also
scales with temperature and strain rate and is typically modeled by an Eyring flow
model5.
The minimum after the yield stress is the rejuvenated stress, σr, also measured as
the minimum true stress value when the slope goes to zero. At this point this is the
minimum stress before the polymer starts to strain harden. The rejuvenated stress is also
dependent on the thermomechanical history and scales with temperature and strain rate.
The strain softening is also labeled on the compression curve, which is the difference
between the yield stress and the rejuvenated stress. After the rejuvenated stress, the true
stress response increases until failure. In this portion of the curve, this is known as the
strain hardening modulus, Gr. In the strain-hardening regime, entanglements dominate the
response6. The compression response can estimate the extent of strain localization or
failure in other stress states.

Thermal annealing increases the amount of strain

localization and the strain softening in compression. As the glass is thermally annealed
the strain localization can increases to surpass the ductile to brittle transition causing the
polymer to have brittle behavior. Conversely, through quenching the glass, the thermal
history is erased; strain softening decreases, and the amount of strain localization
decreases.
In Chapter 2 of this thesis, we investigate how different thermomechanical
histories can influence the compressive response and use spectroscopy to characterize
how these histories affect the aging rate of polymers7.

4

1.2 Solid state processing in compression
	
  
We are investigating solid-state processing to alter the intrinsic mechanical
properties of the polymer. Broutman first demonstrated that cold working or solid state
processing increases the impact strength of polycarbonate by introducing both residual
stress and molecular orientation and that upon annealing the improvement is removed8-10.
Others have also demonstrated that pre-deformation can influence the tensile behavior of
polycarbonate and polystyrene11-14.
In this thesis, the first type of solid-state processing studied is successive predeformation to the yield stress. The yield stress scales with physical aging, as the glass
ages the yield stress increases. Once a glass is mechanically deformed at the yield stress,
the local packing of the polymer is altered or removed which reduces the strain
localization. The second type of solid-state processing is pre-deformation beyond the
yield stress or at the rejuvenated stress. At this point, all thermomechanical history is
erased. When a polymer is pre-deformed at this load, the strain localization is further
decreased. Pre-deformation causes the strain localization to decreases leading to a more
ductile polymer in tension. Other types of pre-deformation are studied in Chapter 4 of
this thesis including equibiaxial compression, simple shear and orientation.
1.3 Effect of molecular additives on compressive response
	
  
The pre-deformation to the rejuvenated stress has been shown to increase the
ductility of polymers like polycarbonate and polystyrene however this pre-deformation is
not permanent15. In this thesis, molecular additives are studied to see the influence on the
recovery after pre-deformation. These molecular additives are called antiplasticizers.
Caldwell and Jackson first discovered that small molecules in polycarbonate added in low
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enough concentrations increase the density and stiffness of the polmyer16-18. These
additives were classified as being bulky small molecules, typically including an aromatic
structure that causes a reduction in the molecular mobility of the polymer. These types of
molecular additives typically affect the molecular mobility of the polymer as observed by
altering the dynamic mechanical spectrum19. The additives increase the breadth of the
beta transition, the thermal transition lower than the alpha transition associated with local
molecular mobility20,21. As the breadth of this transition increases the mobility becomes
more localized. Since the antiplasticizers decrease molecular mobility, we study the
effect of these types of additives on the relaxation behavior of polymers after mechanical
rejuvenation and if an influence on molecular mobility can affect macroscopic relaxation
of ductility improvements.
1.4 Estimating mechanical response of glassy polymers
	
  
There is much interest to estimate the mechanical behavior of polymeric systems.
The increase in strain localization in tension is quantified by the draw ratio in the neck.
As a polymer ages the draw ratio increases, after thermal annealing, or accelerated aging,
the draw ratio increases more drastically which is correlated to the amount of orientation
within the neck. One way to estimate the tensile response is to calculate this draw ratio
based on intrinsic mechanical properties, the balance between the strain softening and the
strain hardening modulus measured in compression. Thermomechanical history affects
the strain softening which is related to the initiation of localization. The entanglement
density of glassy polymers dominates the strain hardening response which others have
shown direct correlation to the propagation of strain localization22,23.

Haward first

derived a condition for necking by calculating the natural draw ratio by assuming this
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occurs when the theoretical engineering stress rises to the original yield stress2,24.
Govaert extended this condition by considering materials that have strain softening25.
The natural draw ratio occurs where the stress in the material before yielding is
equivalent to the stress in the material that has yielded as shown in Equation 1.1.
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Where λ is the draw ratio in the neck. This calculation of draw ratio allows for use of
compression measurements to estimate the amount of strain localization in other stress
states. In Chapters 3 and 5, similar draw ratios are used to evaluate any correlation to
dynamic measurements of fracture toughness with respect to aging time and time and
temperature.
In addition to estimating the performance of polymers through standard
mechanical testing, others have applied dynamic mechanical spectra in order to derive
relationships to mechanical properties such as ductility and fracture toughness. Boyer
first proposed that molecular motion based off of spectra measurements could allow us to
understand the bulk mechanical behavior26. He evaluated molecular motion based off of
electrical, electromagnetic and dynamic mechanical measurements using dielectric
measurements, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) measurements and dynamic
mechanical analysis (DMA) measurements. Using these measurements, the molecular
motion can be related to the impact strength of the material where ductile-brittle
transitions can be associated with the occurrence of the beta transition. Additionally the
tan delta measured in the DMA spectra demonstrates relationships with the temperature
dependent fracture toughness of polymers, where the fracture toughness may increase
until the beta transition27,28.
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1.5 Dissertation overview
	
  
In Chapter 2, long-term effects of physical aging and solid state processing are
monitored through dynamic mechanical properties of an amorphous glassy polymer.
These phenomena are investigated through dynamic mechanical testing that evaluates insitu the evolution of the storage modulus with time during annealing and physical aging.
Comparisons are made on samples with different thermal histories and mechanical
treatment. The results are discussed in context to an aging rate obtained from the various
thermal and mechanical treatments. Additionally, a few examples are given for work
hardening of glassy polymers. The material is successively compressed to the yield stress
and stress relaxed and then compressed to a new yield stress. The evolution of yield stress
and modulus are monitored. The effect of strain rate, dwell time and material are
compared and the permanence of the processing is investigated.
We have demonstrated in Chapter 2 that mechanical rejuvenation improves the
ductility of glassy polymers however this improvement is transient and structurally
recovers with time. In Chapter 3, we investigate the effect mechanical rejuvenation on
the fracture toughness of epoxy-based thermosets and correlate the kinetics of the decay
of fracture toughness to compression based ductility parameters and dynamic mechanical
analysis (DMA)-based aging rates. The fracture toughness of the epoxy increases after
mechanical rejuvenation and the recovery of the fracture toughness correlates with
compression based ductility parameters and DMA-based aging rates. We also investigate
the effect of molecular additives, antiplasticizers, on the structural recovery rate of the
epoxy after mechanical rejuvenation. In this case the fracture toughness correlates with
DMA-based aging rates but does not correlate with compression based ductility
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parameters. The fracture toughness surface shows a lot of tortuosity after mechanical
rejuvenation and with time the tortuosity decreases.

Similar features and increased

fracture toughness are also seen in a double torsion test of the epoxy where mode mixity
is introduced.
Chapter 4 studies the optimization of prestressed Poly (methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA), through equibiaxial compression with increasing amounts of shear and simple
shear. The equibiaxial compression prestress with the slight shear demonstrates the
highest total energy absorbed during impact at low velocity rates. To suppress inherent
large radial crack growth associated with simple shear prestress, orientation is
superimposed to minimize crack growth. These prestressed states are compared at both
low velocity and ballistic rates. To investigate the low velocity impact dependence on
rate, a strain energy density term is used to remove the dependence of geometry. Lastly,
to reduce scatter in ballistic data, a master curve is developed to collapse all data
regardless of boundary conditions, rate of impact and materials.
In Chapter 5 we examine the correlation between ductility parameters based on
dynamic mechanical data and fracture toughness and other non-linear mechanical
properties. This chapter focuses on the model system Poly (methyl methacrylate) and the
relationship of these ductility parameters to other engineering properties for a range of
temperatures and strain rates. We found that the DMA-based ductility parameter, which
uses small strains (0.05% strain), correlates well to the yield and rejuvenated stress
measured in compression. However, the fracture toughness does not scale with the
DMA-based ductility parameter since the fracture toughness at low temperatures and
high strain rates is dominated by mixed mode fracture.
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The DMA-based ductility

parameter cannot capture the ductile-brittle transition of PMMA. The size of the process
zone scales with DMA based ductility parameter as well as the equilibrium-based
ductility parameter.
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CHAPTER 2

PHYSICAL AGING, THERMAL ANNEALING, AND SOLID STATE
PROCESSING OF GLASSY POLYMERS
Long-term effects of physical aging and solid state processing are monitored through
dynamic mechanical properties of an amorphous glassy polymer. These phenomena are
investigated through dynamic mechanical testing that evaluates in-situ the evolution of
the storage modulus with time during annealing and physical aging. Comparisons are
made on samples with different thermal histories and mechanical treatment. The results
are discussed in context to an aging rate obtained from the various thermal and
mechanical treatments.

Additionally, a few examples are given for apparent work

hardening of glassy polymers. The material is successively compressed to the yield stress
and stress relaxed and then compressed to a new yield stress. The evolution of yield stress
and modulus are monitored. The effect of strain rate, dwell time and material are
compared and the permanence of the processing is investigated.
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2.1 Introduction
Physical aging is a well-developed area of research that has been studied for the past
century. It is well established that, as an amorphous polymer glass is cooled from the
melt or rubbery state, it will go through a transition and form a glass (Tg –glass transition)
that is not in thermodynamic equilibrium. Below this transition the polymer is frozen in
the glassy state but continues to undergo structural changes toward some equilibrium
state, provided enough thermal energy is available, still having some segmental motion2931

. This structural recovery in the glass is referred to as physical aging32,33. An important

consequence of physical aging is that it has also shown to have a profound effect on the
mechanical behavior of the polymer. Consequently, understanding the physical aging
process of glassy polymers as well as how it is affected by process conditions and
molecular structure, is important for industrial applications of polymers used in
engineering applications.
Earlier work done by Kovacs illustrated how volumetric changes occur in poly (vinyl
acetate) (PVAc) during physical aging, demonstrating that as a glassy polymer ages, the
free volume decreases32. Hodge researched the enthalpic relaxation of glassy polymers
during physical aging after annealing samples by analyzing the enthalpic overshoot
before the glass transition temperature to quantify the amount of energy in the material
caused by aging34 other methods were also employed to analyze the enthalpic recovery
during physical aging35. Royal et. al. investigated the mobility of polymer chains during
physical aging by monitoring the mobility sensitive fluorescent molecules36.

They

demonstrated that the emission intensity increases with time, indicating decrease in
motion of the fluorescent molecules. Increasing the experimental temperature, increases
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the slope of the emission intensity with time and this slope changes as a function of
polymer tested. Boyce et. al. demonstrated the change of free volume in poly (methyl
methacrylate) (PMMA) that was quenched and annealed through positron annihilation
lifetime spectroscopy (PALS) by measuring the time that electrons reside within free
volume37. In these studies, the undeformed PMMA showed a change in the free volume,
which was higher for a quenched sample than for an annealed sample. Recent work in
our group on thermoset systems has shown that the evolution of physical and mechanical
characteristics during cure evolve in a reverse way to that which commonly occurs during
physical aging38. Numerous other approaches study physical aging in polymers through
both mechanical and physical properties30,33,39-42.
In contrast to physical aging, one form of solid state processing, mechanical
rejuvenation, is postulated to not be attributed to a change in free volume of the polymer
system11. After mechanical rejuvenation, a glass has been shown to have an increase in
density, which contrasts the observation that after mechanical rejuvenation the yield
stress and strain softening decreases, therefore this phenomena is more complex than
physical aging or a change in free volume43-45. Previous studies have shown that, as a
polymer reaches a supercooled or glassy state, the potential energy landscape can
represent the polymer chain interactions both inter and intra14,46-50 with local potential
energy minima and maxima51.

This energy landscape changes by shear induced

deformation52 and mechanical rejuvenation11,15,53. This change in energy landscape is
described by the reduction in the potential energy barrier through deformation and the
rate of thermally activated transition. In this chapter, we experimentally measure the
amount of latent free energy in the system after mechanical rejuvenation.
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McKenna has done numerous studies to explore the structural recovery of polymeric
glasses after various external treatments13,54. The structural recovery of a glass during
aging after deformation is not solely free volume driven and the physics behind this
process are still being questioned.

After sub-yield mechanical perturbations, the

volumetric recovery of a glass has been shown to be unaffected by the applied stress,
however post yield the perturbations affect this recovery, leading to a different structural
recovery path than a glass physically aged glass55. In this chapter, we investigate the
structural recovery of the glass after post-yield deformation, and measure the latent free
energy in the sample after deformation. McKenna et. al. measured volume change of an
epoxy during structural recovery with asymmetric plasticizer jumps, the asymmetric
jumps led to the epoxy aging to a new metastable equilibrium state, however with
asymmetric temperature jumps the epoxy ages approaching the same equilibrium state as
the quenched epoxy56. McKenna also demonstrated the volume recovery of an epoxy has
a different structural recovery after jumps in relative humidity as compared to
temperature jumps57,58.

Although temperature jumps do not cause a change in the

equilibrium state, in this chapter we investigate how temperature jumps change the aging
path of the glass.
Another form of solid state processing is work hardening, which is a concept for
strengthening metals that has been around for centuries. For example, cyclic loading of
steel in tension and compression leads to a stiffer material with an increase in the yield
stress59. Similar processes to work hardening have been applied to polymer glasses, for
example, Khan investigated how loading and unloading cyclic testing effect the creep and
relaxation response and found that relaxation behavior shows history dependence60,61.
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Lipinkski et. al. studied the strain evolution for loading and unloading successive stress
relaxation of polycarbonate, demonstrating the anisotropic response of polycarbonate62.
Kempl et. al. studied the effect of stress levels during creep for the response of metals and
polymers and found the polymers relaxation response becomes faster and non-linear with
increasing stress level as well as increasing strain rate63,64. In this portion of the chapter,
the polymer is loaded until the first non-linearity occurs in compression, the yield stress,
and then allowed to stress relax in a confined state. After the stress relaxation, the
changes in material properties are characterized.
This chapter investigates the effect of thermal treatment and mechanical rejuvenation
on the kinetics of physical aging in a new amorphous copolyester introduced to the
market (Tritan™) to compete with polycarbonate. Additionally this work investigates
and compares two separate approaches to measure aging rates with one being
experimentally more judicious than the other. Actual aging in real time was measured
using a DMA for periods extending to a week with additional studies in more complex
thermal histories. Polymeric glasses, not in equilibrium, pose a great opportunity for
solid-state processing to either bring the glass further or closer to equilibrium. The two
solid state processing studied in this chapter are work hardening, where some examples
of this phenomena are shown, and mechanical rejuvenation, which is investigated in more
detail. The effects of mechanical rejuvenation and its recovery kinetics are presented.
Herein we show that mechanical rejuvenation is distinct from physical aging and we
estimate the latent free energy associated with the rejuvenation process.
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2.2 Materials and Methods
2.2.1 Materials
A copolyester, Tritan™, TX 2000 grade, was supplied by Eastman Chemicals in
pellet form. Figure 2.1 shows the chemical structure of the copolyester. Copolyester
plaques of 1mm-6mm thickness were made by compression molding at 220°C for five
minutes at 300 psi. All specimens were checked under crosspolars to ensure that there
were no residual stresses. All quenched samples were annealed at 10°C above the glass
transition temperature for 30 minutes to erase the thermomechanical history and tested
immediately. The Tg of Tritan™ was measured to be 120°C by TA Instruments
Differential Scanning Calorimeter, DSC Q200. Poly (methyl methacrylate), PMMA,
sheets were purchased from McMaster-Carr. A milling machine was used to cut samples
from the copolyester plaque and PMMA sheets to cylinders using a hole cutting end mill
with an inner diameter of 6-9mm for compression tests. A diamond saw was used to
machine rectangle samples for dynamic mechanical analysis test.

Both types of

machining were done in water to prevent excessive heating. Tensile bars were machined
using a Tensilkut router and a standard metal die to ASTM D638 Type I tensile bars with
a thickness of 3mm.
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Figure 2.1 Chemical structure of commercially available Tritan™ copolyester repeat unit
2.2.1.1 Mechanical Processing of Materials
Mechanically rejuvenated copolyester samples were prepared by compressing
quenched samples on a hydraulic press to 0.3 strain, which is the rejuvenation strain
(post-yield) shown in compression tests, at room temperature, then tested immediately
after mechanical rejuvenation.
Work hardened PMMA and copolyester samples were made on an Instron 5800
with a 50 KN load cell in compression. The change in load with time was measured with
Blue Hill software. Figure 2.2 demonstrates the strain as a function of time. In this test,
the compression sample undergoes compression until the yield stress, after which then
the strain is held constant for a dwell time. Once the sample relaxes for the specified
dwell time, 3minutes, 30 minutes or 3 hours, the sample is deformed again until yield
stress and then the strain is held constant for the same dwell time. This process repeats
three times in total.
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Figure 2.2 Strain controlled loading history for work hardening at yield stress
2.2.2 Experimental
2.2.2.1 Dynamic and Physical Properties Characterization
The dynamic mechanical properties were measured using the tension film clamps on
TA Instruments dynamic mechanical analyzer DMA Q800 at a frequency range of 0.110Hz and a temperature range of -150°C to 140°C at a rate of 3°C/min and 0.1N. The
storage modulus, loss modulus and tan delta were recorded as a function of temperature
and frequency.

Isothermal tests of the quenched copolyester were performed on the

DMA at 30°C, 60°C and 90°C using a frequency range of 0.1-10Hz. Thermomechanical
analysis was performed with thermomechanical analyzer TMA Q400 (TA Instruments) in
expansion mode with 0.01N preload force and a heating rate of 5°C/min. The samples
tested were cubes with height of 6mm.
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Density measurements were made on a 6mm x 6mm cube of polymer. The
density was measured using a pycnometer.
2.2.2.2 Mechanical Properties Characterization
Compression tests were performed on an Instron 5800 with a 50 KN load cell and
true stress true strain was measured. Compression was done at a rate of 1e-03 s-1 and
room temperature. The samples used were cylinders with a diameter to height ratio of
1:1. Soapy water and PTFE tape were used for lubrication during the testing allowing for
affine deformation throughout the experiment.

For data analysis, the load train

compliance was subtracted from the measured load-displacement curves. The measured
properties are the yield stress, σy, the rejuvenated stress, σr, and the strain hardening
modulus, Gr.
2.3 Results and Discussion
Amorphous polymers typically exhibit two thermally activated transitions below the
melt state; the alpha transition normally referred to as the glass transition, and the beta
transition associated with local transitions. An example is presented in Figure 2.3a for the
copolyester where the tan delta is plotted as a function of temperature for different
frequencies. The alpha transition highlighted occurs around 120°C and the beta transition
occurs as a broad transition below 0°C. The temperature at which these transitions occur
is dependent upon the time for which the molecular reorientation is the same order of
magnitude as the experimental time or frequency65.

The beta transition for the

copolyester is broad and not as strong of a signal as compared to the alpha transition, this
is due to the alpha transition being long-range cooperative motion and the beta transition
being localized cooperative motion.

In PMMA (Figure 2.3b), the alpha transition
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highlighted occurs around 110°C and the beta transition occurs as a broad transition
below 75°C. As compared to the copolyester, the beta transition occurs around room
temperature and therefore is not used in the following aging studies.

Figure 2.3 (a) Temperature frequency sweep of the copolyester using DMA for a range
varying between 0.1 – 10 Hz (b) of PMMA
2.3.1 Physical aging rate measurement
Physical aging for the copolyester was monitored between the alpha and beta phase.
Physical aging was monitored by measuring the storage modulus on the dynamic
mechanical analyzer (DMA) for the sample at room temperature for a range of
frequencies. The modulus of amorphous polymers is correlated to the molecular packing
of the material which in turn related to the density of the polymer31. Consequently,
monitoring of the modulus of the material in situ gives insight into how a material ages
with time. In Figure 2.4a, the storage modulus is plotted as a function of elapsed time for
0.1-10Hz, discontinuities are attributed to the experimental set-up. The strain imposed on
the polymer is 0.05% strain, which is a small linear elastic strain imposed onto the
polymer. Since the aging is studied over a period of five days, the experiment is began
immediately after the sample is quenched from T>Tg. A constant frequency sweep is
applied to the polymer, and the storage modulus data is taken at each frequency with
20

time. Free volume theories explain that, with time, a polymer densifies and the stiffness
increases since the free volume decreases as a polymer approaches equilibrium30. In
previous work by Ricco et. al., dynamic mechanical techniques are used to monitor
physical aging and stress relaxation of polycarbonate at larger constant strains, after the
strain is imposed and released the storage modulus increases with time66.
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Figure 2.4 (a) Storage modulus as a function of time, (b) Loss modulus as a function of
time and (c) Tan delta as a function of time for isothermal (30°C) frequency sweep of
quenched copolyester using DMA
During physical aging, the loss modulus and the tan delta are also monitored as a
function of time as shown in Figures 2.4b and 2.4c respectively.

As the polymer

physically ages, the loss modulus and tan delta decrease as a function of time. The
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polymer becomes stiffer as shown by the increase in storage modulus as a function of
time during physical aging and therefore the loss modulus decreases showing the material
becomes less viscoelastic. As the polymer ages, the polymer becomes less viscoelastic,
which is characteristic of a reduction in free volume. However the measurement of the
loss modulus becomes convoluted as the experimental testing temperature approaches the
alpha or beta transitions. At these temperatures the inherent molecular mobility response
convolutes the measurement of the physical aging response. Therefore in this paper we
have chosen to monitor the storage modulus to give us a more concrete measurement of
the physical aging rate.
The aging rate is informative for constitutive modeling of glassy polymers
deformation behavior and estimating the service life of materials in engineering
applications. Previous work in our research group has shown that by using DMA for
poly (vinyl chloride), the storage modulus increases as the polymer physically ages,
which demonstrates the non-equilibrium behavior of glassy polymers4. This technique
allows studying the molecular packing changes with time during physical aging in-situ.
In this study, different times throughout the experiment are chosen to monitor the
evolution of the storage modulus with frequency (see Figure 2.4a). In Figure 2.5a the
storage modulus is plotted as a function of frequency. With time the storage modulus
increases for each frequency. Similar change in the storage modulus is seen for both time
and frequency. Therefore, this frequency data can be shifted to one curve.
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Figure 2.5 (a) Storage modulus as a function of frequency, (b) Storage modulus as a
function of frequency shifted for isothermal (30°C) frequency sweep and (c) Shift factor
as a function of elapsed time for quenched copolyester
Shifting the storage modulus as a function of frequency for the initial time gives an
insight into the aging rate of the polymer which was originally proposed by Struik, where
we consider how the storage modulus (density) changes as a function of time during
aging29. In Figure 2.5b the storage modulus is plotted as a function of the frequency
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multiplied by the shift factor. The data is shifted and all data aligns with the initial
reference state to collapse onto one curve. In Figure 2.5c the shift factor is plotted as a
function of the time elapsed during the isothermal experiment. The slope of the shift
factor, at, versus elapsed time, te, is a measure of the aging rate, µ, proposed by Struik
(Equation 2.1), is 3.5 for Figure 2.5c. This shift factor is unitless since the shift factor is
calculated with a reference state which throughout this thesis ranges from 10-20minutes.
𝜇=

! !"# !!
! !"# !!

(2.1)

According to Struik, the aging rate is close to unity for all polymers, but slightly
varies based on individual polymer29. Since the rate calculated by Struik is measured by
shifting creep data, this value may change when shifting stress relaxation data.
In the following series of experiments, five separate isothermal tests at 30°C, 45°C,
60°C, 75°C and 90°C are performed to monitor physical aging of the copolyester. In
Figure 2.6 the shift factor is plotted as a function of elapsed time for all temperatures. As
temperature increases the slope of shift factor as a function of elapsed time also increases.
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Figure 2.6 Shift factor as a function of elapsed time for all isothermal temperatures
To accurately measure the change in slope, this data is used to calculate the aging
rate. In Figure 2.7 the aging rate (left axis) is plotted as function of temperature for all
isothermal temperatures. As the temperature of the isothermal test is increased, aging
rate also increases. As temperature approaches the glass transition, the thermal energy in
the system increases thereby increasing the polymer mobility. As the mobility increases,
the rate of structural recovery increases resulting in accelerated aging. In Figure 2.7 tan
delta measurements presented in Figure 2.3a are superimposed onto for this temperature
range. As the aging rate increases with temperature, a similar increase in tan delta is
observed. The aging rate measured by Struik for Polycarbonate increases at temperatures
near the beta transition and decrease as the temperature approaches the glass transition
temperature. Therefore, the aging rate will start to decrease at temperatures near and
above the glass transition temperature29,30.
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This is also shown by change in volume

measurements at a range of temperatures67. The aging rate measured in Figure 2.7 only
reach temperatures 30°C below the glass transition temperature, therefore the aging rate
does not show this phenomena of a decrease near the glass transition temperature.

Figure 2.7 Aging rate (left, blue) and tan delta (right, black) as a function of temperature
using DMA
2.3.2 Effect of thermal annealing
Kovacs first investigated the effect of temperature changes and complex thermal
history on the volumetric relaxation in PVAc32,33. He found that the history of the
polymer affects the volumetric relaxation of the polymer after annealing at temperatures
close to the Tg. Complex thermal history dynamic mechanical studies are performed here
to understand how this change affects the aging rate or mobility for annealed polymers.
The complex thermal history test temperature profile is presented in Figure 2.8a. This
complex history simulates annealing studies of polymers to predict long-term aging
effects on the physical and mechanical properties of polymers. The experiment starts with
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a quenched sample that goes through a complex thermal history and the three times the
sample is at 30°C, labeled A, B and C, are analyzed and compared before and after
annealing at high temperatures. For each start of the 30°C isothermal step, the initial
time is the time at which this step starts. In Figure 2.8b, the shift factor is plotted as a
function of elapsed time for each 30°C step. The first step labeled quenched, A, is at the
beginning of the experiment and has the same response as shown in Figure 2.5c. The
second curve represents the 30°C step after annealing at 90°C, B. The shift factors
decrease significantly, this is also shown in the third curve, C, after the sample is
annealed at 100°C.

Figure 2.8 (a) Complex thermal history profile for DMA (b) Shift factor as a function of
elapsed time for three portions of complex thermal history profile
From the shift factors, the aging rate can be calculated from Equation 2.1. In Figure
2.9, the aging rate from the complex thermal history experiment at 30°C is plotted on the
data from the isothermal experiments presented in Figure 2.7. The first point to note is
that after annealing at 90°C, B, the aging rate drops significantly. This is a consequence
of the glass being much more close to its equilibrium state. This also supports the fact
that the aging rates are not constant and will ultimately change during the aging process.
Next, the sample was annealed at 100°C and cooled.
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Again the aging rate drops

compared to the initial sample but it slightly higher than the previous state. This supports
the contention that the successive annealing steps at different temperatures, in general,
will not produce cumulative aging.

Moreover, the process of using annealing to

accelerate aging will promote structural recovery to the equilibrium condition at that
elevated temperature (lower density) which is not the same equilibrium condition at a
lower temperature (higher density). Consequently further research is necessary to map
accelerated aging treatments on glasses to real time aging. Additionally, the mobility
decreases at lower temperatures showing a memory of the thermal history.

Figure 2.9 Struik aging rate as a function of temperature with complex annealed
In addition to evaluating the effect of thermal annealing on aging rate, we also
evaluated its on mechanical properties. As a glassy polymer is deformed in tension, under
larger deformation, the response is dominated by strain localization, which is the
formation of either a neck, craze or shear band. During physical aging, the amount of
strain localization increases as the polymer ages, as shown in Figure 2.10a. As the aging
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is accelerated during thermal annealing, the strain at break decreases. Thermal annealing
causes subtle changes in the strain softening during compression as shown in Figure
2.10b.

Figure 2.10 (a) Compressive response and (b) Tensile response of the copolyester for
quenched, thermally annealed at 90°C for 1 day and thermally annealed at 90°C for 1 day
then thermally annealed for 100°C for 1 day
The increase in strain localization in tension is quantified by the draw ratio in the
neck. This draw ratio is measured by quantifying the change in length between two lines,
drawn perpendicular to the direction of load on the specimen, before and after the lines
are in the necked region. As a polymer ages, the draw ratio increases. After thermal
annealing, or accelerated aging, the draw ratio increases more drastically, which is
correlated to the amount of orientation within the neck as shown in Figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.11 Draw ratio in the neck for thermally annealed as compared to physically
aging copolyester
Thermal annealing increases the amount of strain localization and the strain softening
in compression. As the glass is thermally annealed the strain localization can increase to
surpass the ductile to brittle transition, causing the polymer to have brittle behavior.
Conversely, through quenching the glass, the thermal history is erased; strain softening
decreases, and the amount of strain localization decreases. Other pre-treatments like
mechanical rejuvenation can also influence the strain softening in glassy polymers. In the
following sections different amounts of mechanical rejuvenation are characterized to
analyze its influence on intrinsic mechanical properties and aging rate.
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2.3.3 Effect of work hardening
In work hardening, the polymeric glass is loaded in compression until the first
non-linearity in compression occurs, the yield stress. When the yield stress is reached,
the material is then allowed to stress relax for a specific dwell time in the confined state.
After the stress relaxation the sample is then loaded until a new yield stress is reached.
The strain profile is shown in Figure 2.2. We investigate the effect of the loading and
stress relaxation on the change in physical properties on the glass as it relaxes in the
confined state. Simulations predict a reduction of free volume after successive loadings to
the yield stress, since the polymer glass is not in equilibrium68. In Figure 2.12, the true
stress-compressive ratio response is shown for the copolyester and PMMA. It is apparent
that there is a change in the yield stress after the first loading.

Figure 2.12 Work hardening of (a) PMMA and (b) Copolyester at 20°C, 10-3 s-1, and 3
hour dwell time
The stress relaxation behavior during work hardening can give more insight into
the molecular motion of the glass, shown in Figure 2.13a,c. The relaxation behavior is fit
to a Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts (KWW) function69. In this function, a stretched
exponential is used to evaluate a relaxation time for the polymer as shown in Equation
2.4.
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Where σt is the true stress, σt,t=0 is the true stress at time zero, t0, the time the
relaxation begins, τ is the characteristic relaxation time, β is the stretching parameter and
t is time. The KWW function fits well to the data. The relaxation time decreases for
each loading step; this trend is demonstrated to be true regardless of polymer. The
relaxation time measured for the PMMA is two orders of magnitude faster than the
copolyester (Figure 2.13b,d), which demonstrates that PMMA has a faster molecular
mobility as compared to the copolyester. The beta fitting parameter remained constant,
around 0.16 for the copolyester and 0.14 for the PMMA, regardless of the loading
condition.
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Figure 2.13 (a) Normalized stress as a function of normalized time during each stress
relaxation of PMMA (points) and each KWW fit (line) (b) Relaxation time as calculated
by fit to KWW function as a function of dwell time totaled (c) Normalized stress as a
function of normalized time during each stress relaxation of copolyester (points) and each
KWW fit (line) (d) Relaxation time as calculated by fit to KWW function as a function of
dwell time totaled
To investigate the amount of work hardening dependence on dwell time, the dwell
time is varied, 3 minutes, 30 minutes and 3 hours. Figure 2.14 depicts the change in yield
stress from the first to third loading as a function of log dwell time. As dwell time
increases, the changes in yield stress and modulus from the first to third loading
increases. As the dwell time increases the change in modulus from the first to second
loading also increases. As dwell time increases, the material is allowed to stress relax in
a confined state for a longer period of time, further increasing the density of the glass.
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Figure 2.14 Yield stress (black points) and modulus (blue points) increase from first to
third loading as a function of dwell time for PMMA at 20°C
In addition to the effect of dwell time, the effect of strain rate is also investigated.
In Figure 2.15a, work hardening is done at two different strain rates for a 30 minute dwell
time. The change in yield stress increases linearly with strain rate.

Figure 2.15 (a) Change in yield stress and modulus from first to second loading as a
function of strain for PMMA (b) Stress relaxation as a function of time for two strain
rates at 20°C
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Figure 2.15b illustrates the normalized stress as a function of time during stress
relaxation for work hardening at two different strain rates. As the strain rate is increased,
the relaxation becomes faster.

Since the relaxation was only done for 30 minutes a

KWW function could not be used to calculate a characteristic relaxation time. Increasing
the strain rate accelerates the relaxation response, which leads to a more densified glass.
Caruthers initially demonstrated the time-temperature dependence of the relaxation time
of PMMA, showing that as temperature decreased the relaxation time increased70.
2.3.4 Effect of mechanical rejuvenation
Strain softening is defined as the difference in the rejuvenated stress and the yield
stress in compression.

Annealing and quenching glassy polymers can alter strain

softening31,37. Mechanical rejuvenation is another way to influence the strain softening of
glassy polymers. Mechanical rejuvenation is a pre-deformation applied to a sample in a
stable state of stress (compression). Mechanical rejuvenation has been shown to allow
polystyrene to have ductile behavior in tension whereas it typically demonstrates brittle
behavior, from a decrease in strain localization11,15,71. In the case of the copolyester, after
mechanical rejuvenation, done perpendicular to the tensile testing direction, the strain
softening in tension is eliminated as shown in Figure 2.16a. Mechanical rejuvenation
decreases the amount of strain localization as shown by the measurement of the draw
ratio in the neck compared to the draw ratio of a thermally annealed specimen (Figure
2.16b). This decrease in localization in tension is correlated to the change in strain
softening from mechanical rejuvenation.

Research has shown that mechanical

rejuvenation of polymer glasses contradicts free volume theories, since after deformation
the density actually increases13,43,45,72,73. Recently, Govaert et. al. has compared the long-
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term creep behavior of quenched polystyrene to mechanically rejuvenated polystyrene72.
The mechanical rejuvenated polystyrene had increased aging rate compared to quenched
polystyrene.

The improved ductility in the copolyester ages as shown through the

recovery of the strain softening in tension (Figure 2.16a) and the amount of strain
localization, draw ratio in the neck, recovers with time on a different time scale of the
physically aging polymer as shown in Figure 2.16b. This change in aging rate or mobility
is hypothesized to be a change in the potential energy landscape. Stillinger has described
that physical aging is a potential energy process governed by positional effects50. Govaert
et. al. have proposed that mechanical rejuvenation of a glassy polymer allows for more
molecular and segmental mobility by changing the energy landscape of the polymer25,53.
We will further investigate this hypothesis to understand the energy state in samples that
are mechanically rejuvenated.

Figure 2.16 (a) Tensile response of the copolyester after mechanical rejuvenation at 0hrs
and 1month as compared to the quenched copolyester and (b) Draw ratio in the neck for
mechanically rejuvenated as compared to thermally annealed and physically aging
copolyester.
A sample of the quenched copolyester is mechanically rejuvenated to 30% strain, the
rejuvenated stress or post yield. In Figure 2.17a, the storage modulus is plotted as a
function of time for multiple frequencies of a polymer tested after mechanical
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rejuvenation. The storage modulus increases as a function of time similar, however,
since the density increases from 1.16 ± 0.004 g/cm3 to 1.19 ± 0.009 g/cm3 after
mechanical rejuvenation, free volume cannot explain this increase in storage modulus,
therefore the potential energy landscape of a mechanically rejuvenated sample is
investigated later. In Figure 2.17b, the storage modulus is plotted as a function of
frequency for different elapsed times for mechanically rejuvenated copolyester. The
storage modulus increases for each frequency for each time; therefore, this frequency
data can be shifted to one curve. Figure 2.16a shows the storage modulus as a function of
frequency multiplied by the shift factor. The data is shifted with respect to time zero
when the experiment starts. In Figure 2.18b the shift factor is plotted as a function of
elapsed time.

Figure 2.17. (a) Storage modulus as a function of time and (b) Storage modulus as a
function of frequency for isothermal (30°C) frequency sweep of mechanically
rejuvenated copolyester using DMA
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Figure 2.18 (a) Storage modulus as a function of frequency shifted for isothermal (30°C)
frequency sweep and (b) Shift factor as a function of elapsed time for mechanically
rejuvenated copolyester
Comparing quenched and mechanical rejuvenated states, in Figure 2.19, the
mechanical rejuvenation shift factors are plotted along with the shift factors for the
quenched sample. The slope of the quenched sample is lower than that of the slope of
mechanically rejuvenated sample. The segmental mobility of mechanically rejuvenated
copolyester is increased than that of quenched sample. The increase in the shift factor for
the quenched copolyester is due to an increase in free volume, however this argument
cannot explain the increase in the shift factor for mechanically rejuvenated copolyester.
Govaert had concluded that this increase in aging rate for mechanically deformed glasses
is due to the change the potential energy landscape72.

The creep compliance of

polystyrene demonstrates a similar response to the elastic storage modulus of copolyester.
Therefore this change in potential energy landscape can also explain the increase in the
shift factor for mechanically rejuvenated copolyester. The simulations of Rottler and
others work demonstrate that as a glass is mechanically perturbed, the glass has
accelerated creep response or relaxation time, but with time recovers to the unperturbed
creep response12,74.

This leads to a hypothesis that the glass has memory of the

unperturbed state as shown by the recovery of the storage modulus with time.
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Figure 2.19 Shift factor as a function of elapsed time for quenched and mechanically
rejuvenated copolyester
The process of mechanical rejuvenation imposes latent free energy into the system
that, at a temperature regime between the alpha and beta transitions, can promote
structural recovery and increased mobility. The various forms of energy imposed during
compressive deformation can be illustrated by loading a sample to the rejuvenated stress
and then subsequently unloaded. Figure 2.20 demonstrates the compression response of
the copolyester where the true stress is plotted as a function of true strain. Note that the
area under the loading curve minus that of the unloading curve is the amount of
irreversible work done on the sample per unit volume, wi, and the latent free energy in the
sample per unit volume, fl. The area under the unloading curve is the strain energy
density of the sample, f. These energy values measured are presented in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1. Measured energy values from compression loading, unloading curve
wi + f l
(KJ/m3)
12350

f
(KJ/m3)
694.7

!

Figure 2.20 Uniaxial compression response of quenched copolyester with unloading
curve. The area under the true stress true strain response is a total of the irreversible work
on the sample, wi, and the latent free energy in the sample, fl. The area under the
unloading curving is the strain energy density, f.
The TMA is typically used to measure the thermal expansion and thermal transitions
of materials. Figure 2.21 shows the normalized dimension change plotted as a function
of temperature from the TMA for a quenched sample, a mechanically rejuvenated sample
tested in the transverse direction of preload, and a mechanically rejuvenated sample
tested in the axial direction of preload. Note that the process of mechanical deformation
imposes anisotropy into the material. This can be demonstrated in Figure 2.21 when
measuring the response of the material in the direction parallel to the rejuvenation load
(axial) and perpendicular to the rejuvenation load (transverse). The coefficient of linear
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thermal expansion for the quenched sample (αLQ) is the slope of the normalized
dimension change as a function of temperature in the glassy regime, presented in Table
2.2.

In the case of mechanical rejuvenation, the preload causes the material to be

transversely isotropic, that is, behaving differently in the directions axial and transverse
to preload. Note that during heating, the mechanically rejuvenated sample tested in the
transverse direction contracts. In the axial direction of preload, the sample expands to
return to its original state before rejuvenation. In this case, the recovered strain in the
sample is 0.22, whereas the permanent strain put into the sample in Figure 2.20 is 0.27.
The coefficient of linear thermal expansion for the mechanically rejuvenated sample in
the axial (αLA) and transverse (αLT) directions is calculated similarly and presented in
Table 2.2. The differences between these coefficients show the transversely isotropic
nature of the sample after rejuvenation. The volumetric coefficient of thermal expansion,
αV, is the slope of the normalized volume change as a function of temperature and is
calculated using Equation 2.5,
𝛼! = 𝛼!!

(2.5)

Where the αV is the sum in all three dimensions (αii) of the linear coefficients of
thermal expansion. The quenched sample is assumed to be isotropic, that is, the linear
coefficient in each direction is equivalent.

Thus, αVQ is 66 µm/m °C.

In the

mechanically rejuvenated case, αVMR is the sum of the axial direction α11 = αLA and the
transverse α22 + α33 = 2αLT. Therefore, αVMR is -38 µm/m °C. Comparing these results,
the mechanically rejuvenated (αVMR) sample shows that it increases in density as its
heated to Tg, whereas the quenched (αVQ) sample expands in volume to a greater extent.
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Figure 2.21 TMA analysis of dimension change as a function of temperature for
quenched copolyester (red, solid), mechanically rejuvenated copolyester tested in the
axial direction and the transverse direction of preload
The TMA can also be used to measure the amount of fl stored in the material after
deforming it to the mechanically rejuvenated strain. The method involves monitoring the
displacement of the TMA probe maintained at a constant load while the sample is heated.
During heating, the TMA measures deformation associated with thermal expansion, and
in the case of the mechanically rejuvenated material, deformation associated with release
of fl. Results from the TMA show that the temperature onset of Tg at which fl is measured
decreases from the quenched (110°C) for the mechanically rejuvenated sample in the
axial (108°C) and transverse (106°C) directions. The magnitude of the dimension change
at the temperature onset of Tg can be used to calculate fl. This is presented in Table 2.2,
demonstrating that the mechanically rejuvenated sample increases by an order of
magnitude in both directions as compared to the quenched sample.
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Table 2.2. Measured results from TMA temperature sweep
!
!
Sample
αL
fl
3
(µm/m °C)
(KJ/m )
Quenched
22
0.008
Mechanically Rejuvenated,
47
0.096
Axial
Mechanically Rejuvenated,
-81
0.072
Transverse
Compared to the sum of the wi and fl measured during compression (Table 2.1), the fl
measurements in Table 2.2 show a large discrepancy in the magnitude of energy released.
The majority of work done on the sample during mechanical rejuvenation is dissipation,
which makes the material fracture resistant and tough. Researchers have hypothesized
that the potential energy landscape is altered by mechanical rejuvenation75; this
hypothesis is supported by our measurement of latent free energy in the mechanically
rejuvenated copolyester. Boyce et al75 have studied the change in the microstructure of
glassy polymers after deformation by analyzing the enthalpy overshoot at Tg using DSC.
This work correlated the enthalpic overshoot to an isotropic, viscoelastic barrier and an
anisotropic barrier that are overcome while heating after deformation. These similar
contributions of both isotropic and anisotropic barriers are correlated to the increase in
latent free energy we see once the sample is mechanically rejuvenated.
2.4 Conclusions
The physical aging rate of quenched, mechanical rejuvenation and annealed
copolyester is studied by dynamic mechanical analysis.

The storage modulus is

monitored in-situ as a function of time. Isothermal aging at low temperatures shows the
storage modulus increase with time, since the storage modulus is related to molecular
packing this evolution demonstrates the aging of the copolyester, this rate is quantified by
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two aging rates. As temperature is increased, the rate of change in the storage modulus is
increased as well. Complex thermal histories illustrate the rate of change in the storage
modulus before and after annealing at higher temperatures.

After annealing the

copolyester at elevated temperatures, the aging rate decreases that is consistent as with
expectations when the glass approaches equilibrium.
Two solid-state processing methods were presented for polymeric glasses, examples
were shown for work hardening and parameters such as dwell time and strain rate were
investigated. Mechanical rejuvenation was investigated in more detail and recovery
kinetics was measured. Measurement of the aging rate after mechanical deformation
results in an increase in aging rate as compared to quenched copolyester, that results from
latent free energy in the sample that alters the potential energy landscape. DMA, TMA
and compression estimated the amount of the latent free energy in mechanical
rejuvenated copolyester.
2.5 Future Work
Future investigations may focus on providing quantitative mapping between
accelerated aging tests and real world aging. In the thermal annealing studies presented
in this chapter an age of the glass was not determined. However with further testing it
may be possible to provide a map of how thermal annealing changes the age of the glass
may be correlated to a real world age.
In the work hardening section, further study is needed to understand how different
materials respond to the work hardening strain profile and why PMMA shows a more
prominent apparent work hardening response than the copolyester. These future studies
may include the investigation of another material where the beta temperature transition is
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close to the test temperature, or study the work hardening response as a function of
temperature. Additionally, future studies may include studies of the permanence of work
hardening and the anisotropy put into the glass.
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CHAPTER 3

INVESTIGATION OF AGING KINETICS ON FRACTURE BEHAVIOR OF
THERMOSETS WITH MOLECULAR ADDITIVES
	
  
We have demonstrated in Chapter 2 that mechanical rejuvenation improves the
ductility of glassy polymers, and that this improvement is transient and structurally
recovers with time. In this chapter, we investigate the effect of mechanical rejuvenation
on the fracture toughness of epoxy-based thermosets and correlate the kinetics of the
fracture toughness recovery to compression-based ductility parameters and dynamic
mechanical analysis (DMA)-based aging rates. The fracture toughness of the epoxy
increases after mechanical rejuvenation, and the recovery of fracture toughness correlates
with both compression-based ductility parameters and DMA-based aging rates. We also
investigate the effect of molecular additives, specifically antiplasticizers, on the structural
recovery rate of the epoxy after mechanical rejuvenation. In this case, the fracture
toughness correlates with DMA-based aging rates but does not correlate with
compression-based ductility parameters.

The fractured surface exhibits increased

macroscopic tortuosity after mechanical rejuvenation and the roughness decreases over
time. Similar features and increased fracture toughness are also seen in a double torsion
test of the epoxy where mode mixity is introduced. This work demonstrates that after
mechanical rejuvenation, the increase in ductility may be from other failure mechanisms
besides increasing the amount of latent free energy or anisotropy, as concluded from
Chapter 2.
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3.1 Introduction
Low molecular weight compounds can be added to polymeric systems to alter their
mechanical properties.

For example, the addition of plasticizers can decrease the

processing viscosity and improve ductility by lowering the glass transition temperature.
Unique compounds termed antiplasticizers or molecular fortifiers have the opposite effect
on polymeric systems. Antiplasticizers increase the stiffness and strength of the polymer.
The concept of antiplasticizers began with novel work by Caldwell and Jackson, in which
certain classes of compounds were shown to increased the modulus and tensile strength
of polycarbonate (PC)16-18. The mechanism of antiplasticization for these classes of
compounds was postulated to be threefold: interactions between the additive and the
polar groups of the polymer, filling of free volume, and stiffening due to rigidity of the
additive. These postulated mechanisms propose that the antiplasticizer decreases the
mobility of the polymer chains. When incorporated in glassy polymers, antiplasticizers
decrease the temperature of the beta transition for the tan delta measured by DMA,
indicating that the antiplasticizer decreases molecular mobility20,76-78.

Thus,

antiplasticizers increase the stiffness of polymeric systems through decreasing the
molecular mobility of the polymer.
Antiplasticizers have also been incorporated into epoxy-based thermosets to improve
their mechanical properties.

Applications of epoxies, such as structural adhesives,

coatings, and electronics, are wide-spread due to their high stiffness and strength79. To
further improve these mechanical properties, phosphate and sulfate additives are added
and can act like antiplasticizers in small quantities20,21,78. These compounds increase the
modulus, E, and yield strength of the epoxy but also decrease its fracture toughness.
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Recent efforts using solid state NMR have demonstrated that the phosphate additive
reacts with the epoxy by methylation of the amino functional groups80,81. Therefore, the
mechanism of the phosphate for antiplasticization is a electrostatic bond to the epoxy
matrix. In addition to behaving as fortifiers in the epoxy, phosphate additives also
improve flame retardancy of the epoxies. Sulfate additives have been shown to have very
little interaction with the epoxy matrix, and their mechanism of fortifying is through the
filling of free volume. In some cases, sulfate compounds in higher concentrations phase
separates from the epoxy which induces phase transition to form a crystalline state,
forming reinforcements in epoxies82. Antiplasticizers in epoxy systems have been well
characterized and are multifunctional.
A limited amount of work has been done to characterize the effect of antiplasticizers
on mechanical rejuvenation. Mechanical rejuvenation is a process in which a polymer is
pre-deformed above its rejuvenated stress. Mechanical rejuvenation has been shown to
impart ductility into the polymer and alter the polymer’s potential energy state15,72.
Thermoplastics with incorporated antiplasticizers have shown that structural recovery has
decreased after mechanical rejuvenation, demonstrating that the imparted ductility will
diminish much slower than without the additive, as demonstrated for polystyrene
(PS)11,72. The mechanism for antiplasticization of PS is hypothesized to be the filling of
free volume, as indicated by an increase in density. Therefore, studies on antiplasticizers
with different mechanisms to cause fortification in the polymer will be of interest.
In this work, two types of antiplasticizers in an epoxy are compared, as each has a
distinct interaction with the epoxy matrix as supported by literature.

Non-covalent

phosphate additives are electrostatically bonded to the epoxy and non-reactive sulfate
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additives fill free volume. The effect on structural recovery over time is compared for
each additive in epoxy after mechanical rejuvenation.
3.2 Materials and Methods
3.2.1 Materials
The epoxy studied is diglycidal ether of bisphenol A (DGEBA, DER332) with
epoxide equivalent weight of 171-175 g/eq, n~0.03 which was purchased from Dow
Chemical and the polyetheramine, D230, MW ~240 g/mol which was supplied by
Huntsman. The antiplasticizers added to the epoxy were dimethyl sulfoxide and dimethyl
methyl phosphonate, both purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. The chemical structures are
presented in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 Chemical structures of epoxy based thermosets with solid-state additives

Diglycidylether bisphenola

D230
Dimethyl sulfoxide

Dimethyl
methylphosphonate
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The additives were mixed with the epoxy prepolymer resin at low concentration
(2.5 mol%) and combined with a stoichiometric amount of polyetheramine. The mixture
was poured into 6mm plaques, 3mm plaques, and 10 mm diameter tubes. All samples
were cured at 75°C for 3 hours, then 125°C for 3 hours for postcuring. These reaction
conditions allow the epoxy to be fully reacted. The completion of the reaction was
confirmed by no change in the glass transition temperature (Tg) observed in first to
second heating cycles in Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC).
3.2.1.1 Mechanical Processing of Materials
Mechanically rejuvenated epoxy samples were prepared by compressing samples on a
hydraulic press to 0.3 strain, which is the rejuvenation strain (post-yield) shown in
compression tests, at room temperature. The samples were then tested at the times
indicated in the results section after mechanical rejuvenation.

The direction of the

mechanical rejuvenation with respect to the testing is indicated in the results section.
3.2.2 Experimental
3.2.2.1 Thermal and dynamic properties characterization
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was done using a DSC Q200 (TA
Instruments) with a heating rate of 10 °C/min under nitrogen purge. The sample was
sealed in an aluminum hermetic pan. The glass transition temperature (Tg) was measured
as the inflection point of the thermogram after the second heating cycle.
The dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) procedure for a temperature sweep to
measure aging rate is described in Chapter 2.
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3.2.2.2 Mechanical and fractography properties characterization
The compression testing procedure is described in Chapter 2.
Fracture toughness was measured using a compact tension specimen set-up with
sample dimensions of 25 x 24 x 5-6 mm3. The thickness was varied with the control
epoxy having a thickness of 6mm.

After mechanical rejuvenation the thickness

decreased to 5mm, and with time the thickness recovered. A precrack was made in the
center of the sample by making a diamond saw cut then by tapping a razor blade with low
amount of force to a nominal length of 7mm. The compact tension specimen tests were
done on an Instron 5800 with a 5mm/min extension rate, and the load deflection curve
was recorded using Bluehill software. The fracture toughness calculation was based on
ASTM D504583, as shown in following Equation 3.1:
𝐾! =

!! !(!)
!! !.!

(3.1)

Where Pc is the maximum load, f (x) is a dimensionless geometric factor in terms of x,
which is a/w, where a is the precrack length and w is the width of the specimen and b is
the thickness of the specimen. The geometric factor f (x) is calculated as follows:
𝑓 𝑥 =

(!!!)(!.!!"!!.!"!!!".!"! ! !!".!"! ! !!.!! ! )
(!!!)!.!

(3.2)

Each reported fracture toughness value was an average of 4-8 specimens.
Double torsion tests were done using a specimen geometry of 50 x 24 x 3mm. The
specimen had a precrack in the center of the sample, which was made similar to the
described method above for fracture toughness tests84,85. The sample was loaded in the
front of the specimen by a four point bend geometry as shown in Figure 3.1, and at a 5
mm/min compression rate. The fracture toughness was calculated as shown in Equation
3.3:
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𝐾! = 𝑃! 𝑤

!(!!!)
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!! ! (!!
!!

)

(3.3)

Where υ is the Poisson ratio of the material.

Figure 3.1 Double torsion set-up
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed with a Neoscope JCM 5000
microscope with a 10kV maximum accelerating voltage to examine the fractured surface
of the epoxies.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Effect of mechanical rejuvenation
We have demonstrated in Chapter 2 that the ductility of glassy polymers increases
after mechanical rejuvenation, as observed by the change in tensile response and the
decrease in strain localization as measured by the draw ratio in the neck. In this chapter,
we first investigate the effect of mechanical rejuvenation on fracture toughness, an
important engineering property. In Figure 3.2, the fracture toughness is presented for the
control epoxy. The control fracture toughness is measured by first curing the epoxy, then
testing the fracture toughness.

After mechanically rejuvenating the sample by

compressing the sample to 30% strain, the sample is then tested perpendicular to this
preload to measure the fracture toughness. The fracture toughness increases by 200%
after mechanical rejuvenation (MR). In other studies utilizing copolyester, we have
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shown that the ductility increases after mechanical rejuvenation7.

This increase in

ductility is apparent in the increase in fracture toughness after mechanical rejuvenation of
the epoxy.

Additionally, the recovery of the fracture toughness after mechanical

rejuvenation is studied. After mechanical rejuvenation, the fracture toughness specimens
were aged for up to three months at 40°C in an oven. The fracture toughness, measured
after aging, decreased as a function of time. After three months at 40°C, the temperature
was increased to 60°C. After aging at three months at 40°C and one week at 60°C, the
fracture toughness recovers to the control fracture toughness.

Figure 3.2 Fracture toughness of the control epoxy (black) and mechanically rejuvenated
(MR) epoxy as a function of time aged at 40°C (filled red circles) and then aged an
additional week at 60°C (hollow red circles)
To quantify the rate at which the epoxy structurally recovers after mechanical
rejuvenation, dynamic mechanical analysis is used. This rate is measured as described in
Chapter 2, where the storage modulus is monitored as a function of elapsed time for a
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week isothermally at 40°C. The storage modulus is then shifted onto one curve and the
slope of the shift factors as a function of elapsed time is a measurement of the aging rate,
Figure 3.3. The aging rate for the control epoxy is 3.2, and after mechanical rejuvenation
the aging rate increases to 4.1. This is similar to the result seen for the copolyester in
Chapter 2. After mechanical rejuvenation, the aging rate increases due to anisotropy
imposed on the glass with a change in the energy landscape due to an increased amount
of latent free energy. As the glass recovers after mechanical rejuvenation, the latent free
energy is released, causing an increase in the aging rate. In this chapter, we investigate
how additives can alter the aging rate after mechanical rejuvenation of the epoxy.

Figure 3.3 Shift factor as a function of elapsed time for the control epoxy and the
mechanically rejuvenated epoxy where the shift factors are the shifted storage modulus
measured on the DMA at 40°C
In addition to monitoring the aging rate of the epoxy, the compressive response is
monitored after mechanical rejuvenation. The epoxy is mechanically rejuvenated in the
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same direction as the compressive load. After mechanical rejuvenation, the samples are
aged and the compressive properties are measured as a function of time. In Figure 3.4,
the control epoxy is compared to the mechanically rejuvenated epoxy as a function of
time aged at 40°C after the mechanical rejuvenation.

The compressive properties

measured are tabulated in Table 3.2. Immediately after mechanical rejuvenation, the
yield stress decreases as compared to the undeformed epoxy and the yield stress is
equivalent to the rejuvenated stress, indicating that the amount of strain localization has
decreased.

Additionally, the strain hardening modulus increases demonstrating

anisotropy in the glass. The yield stress increases over time, and within a three-month
time scale the yield stress does not completely recover to the undeformed response. In
the next section, the balance between the strain softening and strain hardening in
compression are quantified to estimate the amount of strain localization in other stress
states.
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Figure 3.4 Compression of control epoxy and mechanically rejuvenated epoxy as a
function of time after mechanical rejuvenation aged at 40°C
Table 3.2 Compression properties for DGEBA/D230
Sample
Epoxy
Time after mechanical rejuvenation
0hrs
3hrs
3days
1week
1month
3 months

σy (MPa)
81.93

σr (MPa)
62.71

Gr (MPa)
44.86

64.8
67.59
75.26
74.77
79.59
78.00

64.8
63.18
66.84
66.5
68.08
71.00

70.06
58.2
59.26
60.98
57.41
95.00

	
  
The fracture toughness of the epoxy as a function of time after mechanical
rejuvenation aged at 40°C is compared to the compressive properties measured after
mechanical rejuvenation aged at 40°C.

These compressive properties are used to

evaluate an estimate of the amount of strain localization in other stress states.

A yield

stress cannot be formed in the case of the epoxy, so the draw ratio of a shear band is
evaluated. To evaluate the amount of strain localization, an equilibrium is found where
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the stress state of the material in the shear band is equivalent to the stress state of the
material outside the shear band. This relationship was first proposed by Archer86 and is
based off of Haward’s evaluation of the amount of strain localization based on a material
yielding31. In Equation 3.4, the draw ratio in a shear band (λe) is related to mechanical
properties measured in compression.
!!!
!!!

=

!! !! !
!
!
!! !

(3.4)
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In Figure 3.5, as the fracture toughness decreases as a function of time, the inverse draw
ratio in a shear band decreases. Additionally, in Chapter 5, we continue to study any
correlation between compressive based ductility parameters as well as a DMA-based
ductility parameter to the fracture toughness of PMMA for a range of temperatures and
strain rates.

Figure 3.5 Fracture toughness of mechanically rejuvenated epoxy as a function of the
inverse equilibrium draw ratio in a shear band aged at 40°C
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3.3.2 Solid-state additives
To investigate the effect of antiplasticizers on structural recovery of the epoxy
after mechanical rejuvenation, two are selected, dimethyl methyl phosphonate (DMMP)
and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). As introduced previously, these two additives were
selected since they have been well characterized with solid-state NMR and their
interaction with the epoxy matrix is understood. One mole fraction is chosen for this
study, 2.5 mol% for each additive in the epoxy. To achieve the antiplasticizer qualities of
both DMMP and DMSO, a small amount is used: as the mole fraction increases, the
additive starts to act as a plasticizer20. The effect of the additives on the thermal and
mechanical response is investigated. In Figure 3.6a, the second heating cycle is shown
for the DSC. The glass transition temperature (Tg) of the control is 90°C. When DMMP
is added to the epoxy, Tg decreases to 72°C. When DMSO is added to the epoxy Tg
decreases to 76°C. These additives suppress the Tg because they act as plasticizers at
high temperatures.
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Figure 3.6 (a) DSC (b) DMA (c) compression (d) compression after mechanical
rejuvenation of the epoxy and the epoxy with 2.5 mol% DMMP and with 2.5 mol%
DMSO
In Figure 3.6b, the DMA temperature sweep is presented at 1 Hz for the control
epoxy, the epoxy with DMMP, and the epoxy with DMSO. The tan delta is shown as a
function of temperature. At high temperatures, the alpha transition or glass transition
temperature occurs; this transition is the peak of the tan delta curve. This peak shifts to
lower temperatures with the incorporation of DMMP and DMSO. The lower temperature
transition is known as the beta temperature, where there is cooperative localized motion.
This peak is generally broad compared to the alpha transition. With the incorporation of
DMMP, the beta transition becomes broader as compared to the control, demonstrating
that the DMMP causes the localized cooperative motion to become more localized by
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reducing the mobility of the epoxy matrix. DMSO shows a similar broadening of the
beta transition.

Other researchers have also observed the broadening of the beta

transition due to antiplasticizers20,31,76-78,87.
In Figure 3.6c, the compressive response of the control epoxy and the epoxy with
DMSO and DMMP is presented. The control epoxy response is the same as in Figure
3.4. DMMP increases the yield stress of the epoxy, and similarly, DMSO increases the
yield stress. The mechanism by which these additives act as antiplasticizers has been
well characterized by solid-state NMR, where DMMP forms an electrostatic complex
with the amine group on the epoxy, and DMSO fills free volume, each limiting the
mobility of the epoxy matrix.
In Figure 3.6d, the compressive response is presented at zero hours after
mechanical rejuvenation. After mechanical rejuvenation, the compressive response still
results in an increase in the yield stress due to the addition of DMMP and DMSO. Thus
these additives still act as antiplasticizers after mechanical rejuvenation.
3.3.3 Effect of additives on mechanical rejuvenation
In Figure 3.7a, the fracture toughness is presented for the epoxy with DMSO
(orange) and the mechanically rejuvenated epoxy with DMSO (purple). The fracture
toughness of the epoxy with DMSO increases after mechanical rejuvenation, similar to
the mechanically rejuvenated epoxy with no additives. Additionally, the recovery of the
fracture toughness after mechanical rejuvenation is studied. The fracture toughness of the
epoxy with DMSO decreased as a function of time and recovered to the same value as the
control, with DMSO response at about 3 months at 40°C. After three months at 40°C, the
temperature was increased to 60°C, after aging for one week at this temperature, the
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fracture toughness of the mechanically rejuvenated epoxy with DMSO was similar to the
control epoxy with DMSO.

Figure 3.7 (a) Fracture toughness of the control with 2.5 mol% DMSO epoxy (orange)
and mechanically rejuvenated (MR) with 2.5 mol% DMSO epoxy as a function of time
aged at 40°C (filled purple circles) and then aged an additional week at 60°C (hollow
purple circles) (b) of the control with 2.5 mol% DMMP epoxy (blue) and mechanically
rejuvenated (MR) with 2.5 mol% DMMP epoxy as a function of time aged at 40°C (filled
green circles) and then aged an additional week at 60°C (hollow green circles), compared
with data presented in Figure 3.1
In Figure 3.7b, the fracture toughness is presented for the epoxy with DMMP. The
fracture toughness decreases with DMMP, as compared to the control epoxy with no
additives. The fracture toughness of the mechanically rejuvenated epoxy with DMMP
increases, similar to the mechanically rejuvenated epoxy with no additives. Although
antiplasticizers decrease the control fracture toughness, once mechanical rejuvenation is
introduced the fracture toughness is almost equivalent to the mechanically rejuvenated
epoxy with no additives. After mechanical rejuvenation, the fracture toughness specimens
with DMMP were aged for up to three months at 40°C in an oven.

The fracture

toughness of the epoxy with DMMP decreased as a function of time, and recovered to the
same response as the control at about 1 month at 40°C. The recovery to the same value
as the control with DMMP response is on a shorter time scale for the mechanically
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rejuvenated epoxy with DMMP as compared to with DMSO. After three months at
40°C, the temperature was increased to 60°C, after aging for one week at this
temperature, the fracture toughness of the mechanically rejuvenated epoxy with DMMP
was similar to the control epoxy with DMMP.
To quantify the rate at which the epoxy structurally recovers after mechanical
rejuvenation, dynamic mechanical analysis is used. This rate is compared to the epoxy
without any additives, as presented in Figure 3.3. In Figure 3.8a, the shift factor as a
function of elapsed time for the control epoxy with DMSO shows a decrease in the slope.
The slopes are tabulated in Table 3.3, the slope goes from 3.2 for the control epoxy to 1.2
when DMSO is added. This antiplasticizer fills free volume, decreasing the molecular
mobility of the epoxy as quantified by the aging rate. After the epoxy with 2DMSO is
mechanically rejuvenated, the aging rate increases similarly to the epoxy without
additives, however the aging rate is still lower than the control epoxy. Thus, DMSO
decreases the structural recovery of the epoxy after mechanical rejuvenation.
In Figure 3.8b, a similar effect is seen for DMMP. The shift factor as a function of
elapsed time for the control epoxy with DMMP shows a decrease in the slope. The slope,
as shown in Table 3.3, goes from 3.2 for the epoxy to 2.5 when DMMP is added to the
epoxy. The addition of DMMP decreases the aging rate and molecular mobility, but not
as significantly as DMSO. This same result is seen for the mechanically rejuvenated
epoxy with DMMP in which the slope is almost equivalent to the control epoxy.
Therefore, DMMP does decrease the structural recovery after mechanical rejuvenation,
but to a lesser extent as compared to DMSO. This result is counterintuitive when
compared to the solid-state NMR studies done by Spiess
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80,88

in which the mobility of

DMMP is slowed after incorporation into the epoxy matrix. The mobility of DMSO does
not change after incorporation into the epoxy matrix. Since the DMMP since shows
slowed mobility, we would expect to see a greater effect on the molecular mobility of the
epoxy, but instead we observe the opposite. Future studies are needed to understand how
DMMP and DMSO alter the mobility of the epoxy matrix after mechanical rejuvenation
with respect to elapsed time.

Figure 3.8 (a) Shift factor as a function of elapsed time for the epoxy with 2.5 mol%
DMSO and the mechanically rejuvenated epoxy with 2.5 mol% DMSO (b) Shift factor as
a function of elapsed time for the epoxy with 2.5 mol% DMMP and the mechanically
rejuvenated epoxy with 2.5 mol% DMMP where the shift factors are the shifted storage
modulus measured on the DMA at 40°C
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Table 3.3 Aging rate as measured by DMA
Sample

Aging rate, µ

Epoxy

3.2

Mechanically rejuvenated Epoxy

4.1

Epoxy w/ 2.5 mol% DMMP

2.5

Mechanically rejuvenated epoxy w/ 2.5 mol% DMMP

3.1

Epoxy w/ 2.5 mol% DMSO

1.2

Mechanically rejuvenated epoxy w/ 2.5 mol% DMSO

2.0

In addition to monitoring the aging rate of the epoxy with additives after
mechanical rejuvenation, the compressive response with time is monitored after
mechanical rejuvenation. The epoxy is mechanically rejuvenated in the same direction as
the compression load. After mechanical rejuvenation, the samples are aged in the same
fashion as the fracture toughness experiment and the compressive properties are
measured as a function of time after mechanical rejuvenation. In Figure 3.9a, the control
epoxy with DMSO is compared to the mechanically rejuvenated epoxy with DMSO
plotted as a function of time aging at 40°C. In Table 3.4, the compressive properties are
presented for the epoxy with DMSO. Immediately after mechanical rejuvenation, the
yield stress drops to the rejuvenated stress, and the strain hardening modulus increases.
Over time, the rejuvenated stress stays constant, the yield stress increases, and the strain
hardening modulus decreases. The increase in yield stress demonstrates a recovery in
ductility and the decrease in the strain hardening modulus demonstrates a decrease in the
anisotropy of the glass. As shown in Table 3.5, the epoxy with DMMP demonstrates a
very similar response to the epoxy with DMSO. The yield stress increases and the strain
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hardening modulus decreases with time after mechanical rejuvenation. These properties
are used to quantify the amount of strain localization in the epoxy after mechanical
rejuvenation.

Figure 3.9 (a) Compression of mechanically rejuvenated and control epoxy with DMSO
(b) with DMMP as a function of time after mechanical rejuvenation aged at 40°C
Table 3.4 Compression properties for DGEBA/D230 with 2.5 mol% DMSO
Sample
Epoxy w/ 2.5 mol% DMSO
Time after mechanical rejuvenation
0hrs
3hrs
3days
1week
1month
3 months
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σy (MPa)
93.12

σr (MPa)
69.01

Gr (MPa)
44.4

69.23
78.84
86.9
87.09
91.93
101

69.17
69.3
69.96
69.29
71.17
76

67.82
63.52
62.83
58.02
60.37
75

Table 3.5 Compression properties for DGEBA/D230 with 2.5 mol% DMMP
Sample
Epoxy w/ 2.5 mol% DMMP
Time after mechanical rejuvenation
0hrs
3hrs
3days
1week
1month
3 months

σy (MPa)
88.23

σr (MPa)
68.38

Gr (MPa)
40.77

70.76
73.72
85.96
92
95
95

70.75
61.33
66.34
67
73
74

71.23
48.76
44.95
48.18
46.08
48

The fracture toughness of the epoxy with additives as a function of time after
mechanical rejuvenation aged at 40°C is compared to the compressive properties. In
Figure 3.10, as the fracture toughness decreases as a function of time, the inverse draw
ratio in a shear band decreases, however this decrease is not consistent for the epoxies
with DMSO and DMMP. Although this shear band parameter based on compression
typically can typically estimate the amount of strain localization in other stress states38,86,
this correlation does not work for the mechanically rejuvenated epoxy with
antiplasticizers.
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Figure 3.10 Fracture toughness of mechanically rejuvenated epoxy with DMMP and with
DMSO as a function of the inverse equilibrium draw ratio in a shear band aged at 40°C
To understand why the equilibrium draw ratio does not scale with fracture
toughness, the fractured surface is scrutinized to study other possible changes in the
epoxy fracture behavior with time after mechanical rejuvenation. In Figure 3.11, the
fractured surface is presented as a function of time after mechanical rejuvenation
compared to the control epoxy fractured surface. In these SEM images, the precrack is
labeled, and the red arrow indicates the crack growth direction. The control epoxy shows
a mirror-like surface. Immediately after mechanical rejuvenation, the surface shows
large amounts of tortuosity. While the samples are aged at 40°C, the tortuosity decreases
over time. After the mechanically rejuvenated sample is aged at 40°C for 3 months and
then 60°C for one week, the fractured surface looks most similar to the control epoxy, a
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mirror-like surface. As the epoxy recovers after mechanical rejuvenation, the fracture
toughness decreases, and similarly, the tortuosity on the surface decreases.

Control DGEBA/D230

precrack

Mechanically Rejuvenated, 3 days at 40°C

precrack
Mechanically Rejuvenated, 3 months at 40°C

precrack

Mechanically Rejuvenated, 0 hrs

precrack
Mechanically Rejuvenated, 1 week at 40°C

precrack

Mechanically Rejuvenated, 3 hrs at 40°C

precrack
Mechanically Rejuvenated, 1 month at 40°C

precrack

Mechanically Rejuvenated, 3 months at
40°C 1 week at 60°C

precrack

Figure 3.11 Fractured surface of the epoxy as a function of time tested after mechanical
rejuvenation aged at 40°C and then 60°C, compared to the control epoxy where the red
arrow indicates the crack growth direction and the precrack is labeled and indicated by
the black arrow
Similar results by Yang et al have demonstrated that when epoxies with two
networks were prestressed, the fracture toughness increased and the fractured surface
demonstrated an increased amount of tortuosity, concluding that mode mixity caused an
increase in fracture toughness89. We similarly investigate whether the increase in fracture
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toughness is due to mode mixity. In the polymer fracture literature, experiments are
available that cause other modes of failure besides Mode I failure. For example, in
Archer’s work, imposing pure shear failure of PMMA and PC led to an increase in
fracture toughness as compared to opening (Mode I) fracture toughness86. Torsion tests
have been shown to cause mode mixity (Mode I/III) failure in polymers1,90-93. In these
tests, the fractured surface demonstrates a large amount of tortuosity. An increase in the
surface area leads to an increase in fracture toughness. We performed a double torsion
test on the control epoxy used in this chapter. This test has been shown to induce mode
mixity, specifically Mode I/III failure94. The fracture toughness of the epoxy increased
300% when using the double torsion geometry as compared to fracture toughness of the
control epoxy measured by compact tension specimen geometry, as shown in Figure
3.12a. In addition, the fractography shows that at the precrack, the fractured surface has
increased tortuosity and thus, creation of surface area, which leads to increased fracture
toughness (Figure 3.12b). The mechanically rejuvenated epoxy has a similar increase in
fracture toughness and the fractured surface demonstrates an increase in tortuosity. This
suggests that the mechanically rejuvenated epoxy fails with mode mixity, however future
studies are needed to further demonstrate this hypothesis that there is mode mixity from
mechanical rejuvenation.
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Figure 3.12 (a) Fracture toughness of the mechanically rejuvenated epoxy and the control
epoxy as a function of time with fracture toughness of double torsion sample (b)
Fractured surface of double torsion specimen where the red arrow indicates the crack
growth direction and the precrack is labeled and indicated by the black arrow
3.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have shown that the fracture toughness of epoxies increases by
200% after mechanical rejuvenation. We studied the recovery of this fracture toughness
with time after mechanical rejuvenation: as the sample ages, the fracture toughness
decreases until it recovers to the control epoxy response with no pre-deformation. We
also correlated the kinetics of the recovery of fracture toughness to compression-based
ductility parameters and dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA)-based aging rates, finding
a positive corrrelation. We investigated the effect of antiplasticizers on the structural
recovery rate of the epoxy. Similarly with time after mechanical rejuvenation, the epoxy
with antiplasticizers also decreases the structural recovery rate. In this case, the fracture
toughness correlates with DMA-based aging rates but does not correlate with
compression-based ductility parameters. The fractured surface shows tortuosity after
mechanical rejuvenation, which decreases over time. Similar features and increased
fracture toughness are also seen in a double torsion test where mode mixity is introduced.
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3.5 Future Work
Future studies may focus on using solid-state NMR to study the mobility of these
epoxy systems. One interesting result is that after mechanical rejuvenation, DMSO
decreases the aging rate to a great extent as compared to DMMP. This result contradicts
the previous solid-state NMR studies.

In previous studies, the mobility of DMMP

decreases upon incorporation with the epoxy. In future studies, solid-state NMR may be
implemented to characterize how the mobility of DMMP and DMSO is affected after
mechanical rejuvenation. Additionally, since DMMP forms an electrostatic complex
with the epoxy, DMMP can be used as a probe to study the change in structural recovery
with time after mechanical rejuvenation if we assume that DMMP motion is linked to the
structural recovery of the epoxy.
Another interesting result is that after mechanical rejuvenation, we see an increase
in both fracture toughness and tortuosity on the fractured surface. Future studies may
study other polymers to see if mechanical rejuvenation similarly alters the fractured
surface. These studies will allow us to understand whether the mechanical rejuvenation
increases fracture toughness due to pre-deformation altering the stress state during
testing.
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CHAPTER 4

IMPROVING LOW AND HIGH VELOCITY IMPACT PERFORMANCE OF
PMMA THROUGH PRESTRESS AND ORIENTATION
This work studies the optimization of prestressed poly (methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA) through equibiaxial compression with increasing amounts of shear and simple
shear. The equibiaxial compression prestress with slight shear demonstrates the highest
total energy absorbed during impact at low velocity rates. Orientation is superimposed to
suppress inherent large radial crack growth associated with simple shear prestress. These
prestressed states are compared at both low velocity and ballistic rates. To investigate the
low velocity impact dependence on rate, a strain energy density term is used to remove
the effect of geometry. Lastly, to reduce scatter in ballistic data, a master curve is
developed to collapse all data regardless of boundary conditions, rate of impact, and
materials.	
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4.1 Introduction
Poly (methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) is an impact resistant glass that can be
engineered to be lightweight and transparent for applications such as car windshields.
However, PMMA is a brittle glass that will fail catastrophically once impacted, both at
low and high velocities. One method to improve the impact resistance of PMMA is the
addition of additives to promote dissipative damage mechanisms. Examples of such
additives are block copolymers and rubber particles, although these may decrease the
transparency of the glass, which is an important property for applications such as face
shields. Another method to increase impact resistance is solid state processing, which
alters the intrinsic mechanical properties of the glass to decrease brittleness and reduce its
failure zone.
Prestressing is a type of solid-state processing used to improve performance of
otherwise brittle materials.

Prestress can be used to extend the range of possible

applications for inorganic materials. A standard example of this processing is applied to
concrete composites, where the performance range of concrete is improved through
mechanical prestressing95. The prestress is applied through steel bars that are put into
pre-tension, and have much greater tensile strength than concrete. After the concrete
cures around the steel, the pre-tension is released, resulting in a concrete composite
where the continuous concrete phase is in compression and the steel phase is in tension.
In ceramic materials, modeling has been done to investigate the effect of prestress on
projectile impact performance, which found that the impact performance is improved96,97.
Additionally, glass is tempered by putting the outer surface into a compressive state and
the inner surface into a tensile state to decrease the amount of brittle failure98. A similar
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technique is applied to an epoxy-glass fiber system, where pretensioned glass fibers are
shown to increase the impact strength of an epoxy composite99. Yang et al. showed that
prestress can be applied through competing molecular networks, resulting in improved
fracture toughness89. This molecular prestress is applied through sequential synthesis of
a double network epoxy, where the first network is deformed while the second network
cures. This allows for the first network to apply internal compression throughout the
epoxy while relaxing back to the lowest energy state of the second network. Archer et al.
have shown that prestressing PMMA using equibiaxial compression increases the impact
strength at low velocities100.

The energy necessary for damage to initiate in the

prestressed PMMA is higher than that of untreated PMMA, explaining the increased
impact resistance.
Orientation alters the mechanical properties of brittle amorphous polymeric glasses
and can increase ductility and the impact resistance. For example, oriented PMMA
becomes more ductile in tension when tested in the direction of orientation101. Broutman
et al. did fundamental work on oriented PMMA, demonstrating that testing PMMA
parallel to orientation decreases the energy required to create new surface area during
fracture and increases this energy when tested perpendicular to orientation102. Similarly,
Curtis demonstrated that the tensile strength of PMMA tested in the longitudinal direction
to orientation increases as a function of orientation103.

Recently, Weon et al.

demonstrated that when equal channel angular extrusion (ECAE) is applied to PMMA to
impart permanent deformation or orientation into the sample in the direction of extrusion,
the direction of orientation dominates the failure mechanism at high velocities104,105.
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The fracture toughness, impact resistance, and other mechanical properties of PMMA
are strongly dependent on the testing rate as well as the geometry of the sample42,106,107.
Song et al. demonstrated that the impact resistance of PMMA is much more sensitive to
rate and geometry compared to polycarbonate (PC), and that PMMA outperforms PC at
very high impact rates108. Previous work in our research group by Archer et al. showed
that non-linear mechanical properties such as yield, strain softening, and strain hardening
modulus of PMMA are much more sensitive to rate than those of PC86. Further research
is needed to understand the strong rate dependence of PMMA both during impact and
compression testing.
This work investigates the impact dependence of PMMA on both rate and geometry.
At low velocities, the impact energy is normalized by geometric terms to investigate the
rate dependence. At ballistic rates, a ratio is developed to minimize scatter and collapse
impact performance measurements over a range of boundary conditions and rates. The
goal of this work is to optimize the type of prestress applied to PMMA to improve
performance in both low velocity and ballistic impact testing. The prestresses applied are
simple shear and equibiaxial compression with increasing amounts of shear. To optimize
the simple shear prestress, the prestress is superimposed with orientation to minimize the
inherent crack growth.
4.2 Materials and Methods
4.2.1 Materials
Poly (methyl methacrylate), Acrylite, sheets were purchased from McMasterCarr. The sheets had thicknesses of 6mm and were used as received.	
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4.2.1.1 Application of prestress
The prestress was applied by a square fit frame with dimensions of 57.15mm x
57.15mm, and bolts on each corner were used to tighten the frame onto the sample.
Samples of PMMA were machined to particular geometries to apply either simple shear
prestress or equibiaxial compression prestress with increasing amounts of shear. The
simple shear prestress was applied by machining a rhombus with a 5° angle. The
rhombus was then placed into the square fit frame and deformed until a square geometry
was achieved. The equibiaxial compression prestress with increasing amounts of shear
was achieved by machining a square of PMMA larger than the square fit frame (63.5mm
x 63.5mm). Equibiaxial compression with slight shear was attained by tightening the
bolts around the sample in the square fit frame until there was a distinction of light in the
middle of the sample, which was checked by crosspolars109. Equibiaxial compression
with moderate shear prestress was machined to the same dimensions, but only two bolts
in opposing corners were tightened to attain a greater amount of shear. 	
  
4.2.1.2 Orientation
PMMA was oriented using an Instron 5800 with an environmental chamber set to
120°C. PMMA was machined to dimensions of 100mm x 160mm (length x width) and
gripped at the top and bottom. The PMMA was pulled at 1e-03 s-1 until the strain
decreased to about 17% through the thickness; the sample was allowed to cool in the
stretched state to allow for permanent anisotropy. Samples of this oriented plaque were
machined for samples with both orientation and superposition with simple shear
prestress. The orientation direction in this case was aligned so that the orientation could
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be either parallel with or perpendicular to the direction of maximum tensile stress in the
simple shear prestress.
4.2.2 Experimental
4.2.2.1 Low velocity testing
Low velocity testing was performed on a Dynatup 8250 with a hammer mass of 3.256
kg and a 6mm tup. The velocity range was kept at 3m/s - 5.4 m/s. The boundary
condition for the samples was kept constant using a steel ring with a 40mm inner
diameter. The sample was clamped with a force of 1.64kN. In this test, the load was
measured as a function of deflection during impact. The load deflection curve was then
integrated to evaluate the impact energy of the material.
4.2.2.2 Ballistic testing
The ballistic impact tests were performed at the US Army Natick Soldier Research,
Development, and Engineering Center in Natick, MA. A helium gas gun was used to fire
17-grain Fragment Simulating Projectiles (FSP) at the sample at 200-300m/s. In this test,
a series of light detectors measured the velocity of the projectile before and after impact.
The same boundary condition used in low velocity impact test was applied for these
samples.
4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Quantitative and qualitative comparison of impact performance of PMMA at
both low velocity and ballistic rates
When impacted, PMMA displays two failure mechanisms; the first is radial cracks,
which dissipates energy by surface area formation in the sample, and second is a hertzian
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cone which forms after radial cracks. This cone failure mechanism dissipates the most
energy, allowing for complete penetration through the sample. Previous work using of
high-speed photography has shown that these failure mechanisms can be correlated to
points in the load deflection curve, P(δ), measured during the impact event100. This load
deflection curve is shown in Figure 1, and the points at which radial crack and the
hertzian cone formation occur are indicated on the curve. The area under the curve is the
total energy absorbed on impact, Et. It was previously observed that the cone formation
has a much larger energetic contribution than the radial crack formation, which is the first
term used to characterize the low velocity impact. Therefore the energy of the cone, Ec,
is calculated by the integration of the load deflection curve where the contribution of the
radial cracks is subtracted from the contribution from the cone formation as shown in
Equation 4.1:
𝐸! =

!!
𝑃
!

!

𝛿 𝑑𝛿 − ! 𝛿! 𝑃! −

!!
𝑃
!

!

𝛿 𝑑𝛿 − ! 𝛿! 𝑃!

(4.1)

Where δc is the deflection at which the hertzian cone ends, Pc is the load at which the
hertzian cone ends, δr is the deflection at which the radial cracks end, and Pr is the load at
which the radial cracks end.
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Figure 4.1 Load deflection curve generated during low velocity impact. The first peak is
associated with radial crack formation and the second peak is associated with the hertzian
cone formation. The integral of the curve is the total impact energy, ET
To understand the rate dependence of low velocity impact, we normalize the energy
of the cone formation by two different geometric terms. The first term is the volume of
the cone, Vc, which is dependent on the sample geometry and the tup geometry as shown
in Equation 4.2:
𝑉! =

!
!

𝑎+𝐷

!

− 𝑎!

(4.2)

Where a is the radius of the tup, h is the height of the tup and D is the thickness of the
sample. The ratio of Ec over Vc is a strain energy density term, which accounts for the
energy stored in the cone during impact.
Another way to minimize the geometric dependence is to normalize the energy of the
cone by the surface area of the cone created during impact. This term is a crude estimate
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of the surface area created, as it only accounts for the cone surface area and not the radial
cracks. This surface area is calculated in Equation 4.3:
𝑆! =    𝜋(𝐷 + 𝑎) 𝐷 + 𝑎 + 2(𝐷 + 𝑎)!

− 𝜋𝑎(𝑎 + 2𝑎! )

(4.3)

The ratio of Ec over Sc is a fracture mechanics term which accounts for the brittle
fracture formed in the sample.
In Figure 4.2a, the energy of the cone fracture normalized by the volume of the cone
is plotted as function of thickness of the PMMA sample for three velocities. As the
thickness increases, this ratio stays constant, demonstrating that the calculated volume of
the cone removes the thickness dependence of the cone energy. This term can then be
used to understand how rate affects the impact independent of geometry. In Figure 4.2b,
the energy of the cone fracture normalized by the surface area of the cone shows a
dependence on sample thickness. Unlike the volume-normalized energy, the surface area
normalization does not remove the geometric dependence.

Figure 4.2 Ratio of hertzian cone energy normalized by cone (a) volume and (b) surface
area dependent on geometry and impact rate
The impact fracture pattern changes as the impact velocity increases from low
velocity (3m/s) to ballistic rates (300 m/s). The failure pattern of control PMMA at low
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velocities shows a large hertzian cone dominating the failure, with many radial cracks
(Figure 4.3). At ballistic rates, the cone volume reduces drastically and radial cracks
dominate the failure. The cone volume decreases based on the amount of stress wave that
propagates through the sample. As the impact rate increases, the wave propagation
decreases, which is directly proportional to the square root of the Young’s modulus and
inversely proportional to density. Although the volume of the material consumed
decreases, the energy absorbed by the system increases. This is dependent on the change
in failure mechanism of PMMA as a function of testing rate. As PMMA is tested at
higher rates, microcracks form in the system which allows for greater energy absorption
than generation of surface area from macroscopic radial cracks and the hertzian.

Control PMMA

Equibiaxial with Slight
Shear

Simple Shear

Equibiaxial with
Moderate Shear

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3 Fracture patterns for samples under various prestresses at (a) low velocity and
(b) ballistic rates
To compare the energies of low velocity to ballistic impact, a ballistic energy is
evaluated. In ballistic tests, a series of light detectors measures the velocity of the
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projectile before and after impact. The ballistic energy, EB, is measured by the difference
in kinetic energy of the projectile before and after it impacts the sample, as shown in
Equation 4.4.
!

!

𝐸! = ! 𝑚𝑣! ! − ! 𝑚𝑣! !

(4.4)

Where m is the mass of the projectile, vi is the initial velocity, and vr is the residual
velocity. In Figure 4.4, the ballistic energy is plotted as a function of initial velocity.
The ballistic energy shows a dependence on the rate of impact; as velocity increases, the
energy increases.

Figure 4.4 Ballistic energy and strain energy density as a function of initial velocity for
control PMMA
Similar to the Ec/Vc term calculated at low velocities, a similar term needs to be
evaluated at ballistic rates. A kinetic energy balance is shown in Equation 4.5.
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𝐾! = 𝐸! + 𝐾!

(4.5)

Where the initial kinetic energy, Ki, is equivalent to the sum of the residual kinetic
energy, Kr, and the ballistic energy EB. The ballistic energy is broken into two terms, the
energy from the momentum of the fragments created during fracture of the sample, EBM
and the energy due to the fracture event where a cone is formed, EBF:
𝐾! = 𝐸!" + 𝐸!" + 𝐾!

(4.6)

EBM is dependent on the density of the material, ρa, the volume of the cone formed, and
the residual velocity. EBF is dependent on the strain energy density,

!! !
!!

and the volume

of the cone formed.
!

𝑚𝑣! ! =
!

!! !
!!

!

!

𝑉! + ! 𝜌! 𝑉! 𝑣! ! + ! 𝑚𝑣! !

(4.7)

The calculated strain energy density is used to compare the performance at ballistic
rates to low velocity impacts. In Figure 4.5, the strain energy density is plotted as a
function of the initial velocity, and the strain energy density increases as a function of
increasing initial velocity. However, this term actually increases scatter in the data.
Similar work by Hetherington has tried to extract more information from a single ballistic
impact by predicting the energy absorbed during impact, demonstrating that as the impact
velocity increased, momentum and energy changes decreased110.
To compare low velocity to high velocity, the ratio of the energy of the cone fracture
normalized by the volume of the cone is used for the low velocity measurements and the
strain energy density is used for the high velocity measurements. These values are
plotted as a function of initial velocity in Figure 4.5. In a broad sense, as the velocity
increases, the strain energy density increases by an order of magnitude. At low velocity,
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as thickness increases the strain energy density term stays constant, again showing that
this term minimizes the geometric dependence.

Figure 4.5 Comparison of low and high velocity strain energy density as a function of
initial velocity
The ballistic energy shows a strong dependence on the initial velocity with inherent
scatter. To minimize the scatter of the data, we generated a master curve of the ballistic
data by using a ratio of the high velocity energy, EB, normalized by the residual kinetic
energy, KR. This ratio is shown in Equation 4.8.
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(4.8)

This ratio, when plotted as a function of residual velocity as shown in Figure 4.6a,
decreases as a function of increasing residual velocity and minimizes scatter for the
control PMMA. This ratio is calculated for ballistic data of Polycarbonate/Polyester
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microlayer sheets, and decreases as a function of increasing residual velocity (Figure
4.6b)111. Therefore, this ratio allows the comparison of ballistic impact of different
materials when the initial velocity varies and the data has inherent scatter.

Figure 4.6 Ballistic energy normalized by residual kinetic energy for (a) all reported
states of stress and (b) literature data111
4.3.2 Prestressed PMMA
In this work, the effect of prestress is investigated for PMMA samples under low
velocity and ballistic rates. Previous members of our group first investigated the effect of
prestress. Through the application of prestress, the stress strain curve in compression and
tension is shifted so that the material can be loaded to higher tensile strengths before
failure. This application of prestress, like mechanical rejuvenation, alters the stress-strain
response to allow for change in mechanical performance. Figure 4.3a demonstrates that
the failure mechanism changes significantly as prestress is applied to the samples. As
prestress is applied in a simple shear fashion, a large radial crack grows in the normal
direction to the maximum tensile stress. Similarly, for simple shear a hertzian cone forms
in an oval shape aligned in the normal direction to the maximum tensile stress.
Equibiaxial compression with slight shear produces a hertzian cone with reduced radial
cracks. Equibiaxial compression with a modest amount of shear demonstrates a similar
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failure mechanism, in which a hertzian cone is formed with reduced radial cracks,
however the hertzian cone is oval in shape, similar to the simple shear prestress.
Figure 4.3b demonstrates the failure mechanism under ballistic rates (200-300m/s).
The failure mechanism of simple shear has a similar mechanism to the low velocity
PMMA tests; a radial crack grows in the normal direction to the maximum tensile stress.
However, the hertzian cone is now circular, in contrast to the oval shape observed in low
velocity impact tests. To further compare low velocity to high velocity fracture patterns
with simple shear, the crack aspect ratio is measured. This is the ratio of the length of the
crack in the direction normal to maximum tensile stress to the length of the crack in the
direction of the maximum tensile stress as shown in Table 4.1. This ratio increases as the
velocity increases, which demonstrate that damage becomes easier to initiate with
increased velocity. For equibiaxial compression with slight shear the sample has a
hertzian cone and reduced radial cracks similar to the low velocity failure mechanism;
however the cone volume decreases with the increase in velocity.

For equibiaxial

compression with a modest amount of shear, the hertzian cone reduces in volume and
goes from an oval to a circular shape as velocity increases similar to the simple shear
prestress. In Figure 4.3, the prestress failure mechanism can be correlated at both low
velocity and ballistic rates.
Table 4.1. Crack aspect ratio
Sample Type

Low Velocity

Ballistic

Simple shear

2.5±0.5

3.5±1.0

S5°+

2.9±0.7

-

S5°-

2.1±1.1

3.5±0.5
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In Figure 4.7, the total energy for low velocity impact is plotted as a function of
shear. The total energy is an integration of the load deflection curve during low velocity
impact, which is a sum of both the energy from radial crack and hertzian cone formation.
As shear is applied, the total energy increases for PMMA during deformation. As the
angle of shear increases, the total energy increases. The threshold stress is a measure of
the minimum stress for damage to initiate, as calculated in Equation 4.9, which is derived
from a pointed load on a plate112.
!

!

𝜎! = !! (1 + 𝜐)(0.485𝑙𝑜𝑔 ! + 0.52)

(4.9)

Where σT is the threshold stress, P is the threshold load, h is the thickness of the
armor, ν is the Poisson ratio of the armor, and a is the radius of the boundary condition
for the armor. As the angle of prestress increases, the minimum stress needed for damage
to initiate decreases, since the radial cracks which appear first forms easily when there is
the maximum tensile stress in one direction. The tensile stress from bending adds to the
first principal stress, decreasing the threshold stress for damage to initiate.
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Figure 4.7 Total energy and threshold stress as a function of angle of shear
The second type of prestress is equibiaxial compression with an increasing amount of
shear. As the amount of shear decreases with equibiaxial compression, the total energy
increases (Figure 4.8). This can be explained by the increase in threshold stress. The
application of equibiaxial compression reduces the radial cracks formed in the sample,
and therefore the hertzian cone, which dominates the failure mechanism, increases the
stress barrier to initiate damage in the sample.
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Figure 4.8 Total energy and threshold stress as a function of stress state
As simple shear is applied (Figure 4.9), the ballistic energy increases compared to the
control, which issimilar to the low velocity results. The scatter of the ballistic energy
decreases as prestress is applied. In Figure 4.6, the ballistic energy normalized by
residual kinetic energy ratio collapses simple shear data onto the same curve,
demonstrating the independence of simple shear prestress.
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Figure 4.9 Ballistic energy as a function of initial velocity for simple shear prestress
As equibiaxial compression and shear is applied (Figure 4.10), ballistic energy
increases as a function of initial velocity of the projectile, again similar to the low
velocity measurements. The amount of scatter in the data decreases as the simple shear
prestress is applied and the scatter increases as the shear increases.

In Figure 4.6, the

ratio of ballistic energy normalized by residual kinetic energy collapses the equibiaxial
prestress data onto the same curve demonstrating independence of prestress.
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Figure 4.10 Ballistic energy as a function of initial velocity for equibiaxial compression
with increasing shear
4.3.3 Superposition of orientation and prestress
To accommodate for the large radial crack growth seen for simple shear prestress
(Figure 4.3), orientation is superimposed with this prestress.

Firstly, the effect of

orientation on the impact performance is evaluated. The failure mechanism of oriented
PMMA is investigated in Figure 4.11. At low velocities (Figure 4.11a), oriented PMMA
has large radial cracks and a large hertzian cone, which demonstrates the ease of damage
after orientation. Note, however, that the radial cracks curve toward the direction of
orientation, as indicated by arrows in Figure 4.11. A simple shear prestress is then
applied to oriented PMMA, where orientation is aligned with the maximum tensile stress
in shear, S5°-, suppressing the formation of the large radial crack. A similar test with
orientation aligned along the normal to the maximum tensile stress, S5°+, shows
amplification of the large radial crack. Similar to the results of simple shear prestress
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without orientation, a large radial crack forms normal to the maximum tensile stress and a
hertzian cone forms and elongates in the same direction. In Figure 4.11b, the fracture
pattern at high velocity is comparable to the low velocity, however S5°+ was not tested.
At high velocities oriented PMMA exhibits radial crack growth in the direction of
orientation and cone volume is reduced. For S5°-, the failure site has a similar radial
crack which forms normal to the maximum tensile load and the hertzian cone is still oval
in shape, unlike the simple shear circular hertzian cone in Figure 4.3b. In Table 4.1, the
crack aspect ratio for low and high velocities is presented for simple shear, S5°+ and S5°.
At low velocities the crack aspect ratio decreases compared to the simple shear prestress
for S5°-, and increases compared to the simple shear prestress for S5°+. The crack
becomes larger once the orientation is aligned with the same direction of growth of the
large radial crack. As the velocity increases to ballistic rates, the crack aspect ratio
increases and becomes equivalent for both the simple shear and S5°-. Therefore, the
orientation does not have an effect at high velocities.
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Oriented

S5°-

Oriented

S5°-

S5°+

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.11 Fracture patterns for samples under various prestress and orientations at (a)
low velocity and (b) ballistic rates with arrows indicating orientation direction
In Figure 4.12, the total energy and threshold stress is measured for the low velocity
measurements of oriented PMMA. Oriented PMMA has lower total impact energy than
the control, since for an oriented sample the number of entanglements decreases, the
fracture becomes more delocalized, and the energy decreases. Additionally, orientation
causes an increase in free volume due to immature molecular relaxation, resulting in
lower threshold stress. In Figure 4.13, for S5°-, the orientation suppresses crack growth
increasing the stress at which damage initiates, which therefore increases the total energy
of impact to a greater extent as compared to the simple shear (Figure 4.7). In contrast, for
S5°+, the crack growth is amplified and damage is easier to initiate since orientation is
aligned in the direction of the radial crack growth in simple shear prestress, which
decreases the total energy.
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Figure 4.12 Total energy and threshold stress as a function of stress state for oriented
PMMA

Figure 4.13 Total energy and threshold stress as a function of stress state for oriented
simple shear
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Ballistic tests demonstrate similar results to the low velocity measurements for
oriented PMMA, albeit with increased variance in the data. The ballistic energy as a
function of initial velocity for the oriented PMMA (Figure 4.14) demonstrates that this
material behaves similar to the control PMMA with more scatter. The ballistic energy as
a function of initial velocity for S5°- (Figure 4.15) demonstrates more scatter within the
data from orientation.

Orientation and superposition of orientation with prestress

collapse on the master curve of ballistic energy normalized by residual kinetic energy, as
presented in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.14 High velocity energy as a function of initial velocity for oriented PMMA
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Figure 4.15 Ballistic energy as a function of initial velocity for oriented simple shear
PMMA
4.4 Conclusions
In this work, the dependence of PMMA on velocity and geometry is investigated at
both low and high velocities.

At low velocities, calculating strain energy density

demonstrates that regardless of geometry. An increase in impact rate increases the strain
energy.

A master curve of ballistic energy normalized by residual kinetic energy

provides a framework for the comparison of ballistic data under a range of prestress
conditions and materials. In this work, the type of prestress of PMMA is optimized for
both low velocity and ballistic impacts. Simple shear prestress and equibiaxial
compression prestress with increasing amounts of shear were applied to PMMA during
impact, and the equibiaxial compression with slight shear demonstrated the highest
impact strength at low velocities. The ballistic failure mechanism of prestressed samples
correlated well with the low velocity performance of prestressed PMMA. Superimposing
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simple shear prestress with oriented PMMA demonstrates that orientation aligned in the
direction of the maximum tensile stress suppresses crack growth and improves the
performance of the PMMA.
4.5 Future Work
The ratio of the ballistic energy normalized by the residual kinetic energy
collapses data onto one curve regardless of boundary condition, prestress, or material.
Future studies may focus on how the ratio varies as a function of projectile mass. Since
the projectile mass is used in calculation of ballistic energy, we assume that as the
projectile mass changes this ratio will also change.
In this work only one extent of orientation is used for PMMA, however future
studies may focus on the change in the extent of orientation. Studies can look at how the
threshold stress and total energy of low velocity impacts change as a function of the
extent of orientation. Additionally, future studies may investigate how the extent of
orientation effects the impact performance when superimposed with simple shear. Such a
study could optimize the amount of orientation needed to reduce the inherent radial crack
growth in simple shear prestress.	
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CHAPTER 5

INVESTIGATION OF A DUCTILITY PARAMETER TO CORRELATE
STRUTURE-PROCESS-PROPERTY RELATIONSHIPS
In this chapter we examine the correlation between ductility parameters based on
dynamic mechanical data and fracture toughness and other non-linear mechanical
properties. This chapter focuses on the model system Poly (methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA) and the relationship of these ductility parameters to other engineering
properties for a range of temperatures and strain rates. We found that the DMA-based
ductility parameter, which uses small strains (0.05% strain), correlates well to the yield
and rejuvenated stress measured in compression. However, the fracture toughness does
not scale with the DMA-based ductility parameter since the fracture toughness at low
temperatures and high strain rates is dominated by mixed mode fracture. The DMAbased ductility parameter cannot capture the ductile-brittle transition of PMMA. The size
of the process zone scales with this ductility parameter as well as the equilibrium-based
ductility parameter.
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5.1 Introduction
The large-scale deformation response of glassy polymers can be described by
rheological measurements. For example, the yield stress, rejuvenation stress, and strain
hardening modulus of a copolyester scales linearly with temperature and rate, which
follows an Eyring response as shown in Figure 5.1. The dependence of yield in this case
is dominated by the alpha transition. Using rheological measurements, comparing the
viscoelastic response of the polymer to rate and temperature measurements in large-scale
deformation can determine whether the yield is dominated by the alpha transition or a
combination of the alpha and beta transition106,113-115. PMMA demonstrates a slope
change in the yield scaled with temperature and strain rate, which deviates from an
Eyring response106,116. This slope change demonstrates that PMMA is dominated by the
beta transition at higher rates and lower temperatures.

In this treatment, the test

temperature and strain rate to measure large-scale deformation response correlate to the
alpha and beta transitions measured by rheology. In this chapter, we consider not only
the test temperature with respect to these transitions, but also the breadth and intensity of
the rheological spectrum measured by DMA to evaluate the correlation to engineering
properties and large-scale deformation responses in compression.
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Figure 5.1 Yield stress, rejuvenated stress, strain softening and strain hardening modulus
normalized by temperature shifted with respect to strain rate for the copolyester
Additionally, compressive properties can be related to the amount of strain
localization in other stress states. In tensile tests, the initial part of the curve is dominated
by secondary intermolecular interactions but the sample needs to exceed intermolecular
resistance to segmental rotation to yield24,31,117. Beyond yield, the sample strain hardens
which is the resistance of the polymer to orientation (intramolecular) decreasing the
entropy of the system. This neo-hookean response is limited by the finite extensibility of
the network117.

Compression tests can estimate the amount of strain localization in

tensile tests, or the propensity to form a neck, shear band or crack. In compression the
balance between the strain and the strain hardening estimates the amount strain
localization. Based on the entanglement density and characteristic ratio, the material
either crazes, necks, or forms a shear band. The yielding is typically modeled by an
Eyring dashpot, and the criteria for yielding to occur was first introduced by Haward and
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later extended by Govaert24,31,118. Archer derived criteria for a shear band to form based
on Haward’s model86. The strain softening drives the initiation and propagation direction
of shear bands, and the strain hardening drives the widening of shear bands119. In
PMMA, the material forms a shear band before catastrophic failure. Therefore, we use a
ductility parameter for shear band equilibrium to relate to fracture toughness of PMMA.
5.2 Materials and Methods
5.2.1 Materials
Poly (methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) sheets were purchased from McMaster-Carr. A
milling machine was used to cut samples from the copolyester plaque and PMMA sheets
to cylinders using a hole-cutting end mill with an inner diameter of 6-9mm for
compression tests. A diamond saw was used to machine rectangular samples for dynamic
mechanical analysis testing. Both types of machining were done in water to prevent
excessive heating.	
  
5.2.2 Experimental
5.2.2.1 Dynamic Properties Characterization
	
  

The dynamic mechanical properties were measured using the tension film clamps

on a TA Instruments dynamic mechanical analyzer (DMA) Q800 at a frequency range of
0.1-10Hz, a temperature range of -150°C to 140°C at a rate of 3°C/min, and a preload of
0.1N. The storage modulus, loss modulus and tan delta were recorded as a function of
temperature and frequency. 	
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5.2.2.2 Mechanical Properties Characterization
Compression tests were performed on an Instron 5800 with a 50 KN load cell,
measuring true stress and true strain. Samples were compressed at rates of 3e-03 s-1, 1e03 s-1, and 1e-04 s-1. The test temperatures were 0°C, 20°C, 50°C and 80°C, varied using
an oven with a Thermcraft controller and liquid nitrogen as a coolant when needed. All
samples were allowed 30 minutes to equilibrate to the desired temperature before testing.
The samples used were cylinders with a diameter to height ratio of 1:1. PDMS oil was
used for temperature-resistant lubrication during the testing, allowing for affine
deformation throughout the experiment. For data analysis, the load train compliance was
subtracted from the measured load-displacement curves. The measured properties are the
yield stress, σy, the rejuvenated stress, σr, and the strain hardening modulus, Gr.
Fracture toughness was measured using a three-point bend set-up with sample
dimensions of 14 x 85 x 6 mm3. A precrack was made in the center of the sample by
making a diamond saw cut then tapping a razor blade with low amount of force to a
nominal crack length of 7mm. The three-point single edge notch bend tests were done on
an Instron 5800 with varying strain rates and temperatures. The strain rates tested were
3e-03 s-1, 1e-03 s-1, and 1e-04 s-1. The test temperatures were 0°C, 20°C, 50°C and 80°C,
the temperature was varied using an oven with a Thermcraft controller and liquid
nitrogen as a coolant when needed. All samples were allowed 30 minutes to the desired
temperature before testing. The fracture toughness calculation was based on ASTM
D504583. The fracture toughness, Kq, was calculated as shown in Equation 5.1:
𝐾! =
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(5.1)

Where Pc is the maximum load, f (x) is a dimensionless geometric factor in terms of x,
which is a/w, where a is the precrack length and w is the width of the specimen and b is
the thickness of the specimen. The geometric factor f (x) is calculated as follows:
𝑓 𝑥 = 6𝑥 !.!
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(5.2)

Each reported fracture toughness value is averaged over 4-8 specimens.
5.3 Results and Discussion
To evaluate the full spectrum of the rheological measurement based on tan delta,
which is the dimensionless ratio of the loss modulus to the storage modulus, we propose a
ductility parameter, d. This parameter is calculated by evaluating the tan delta curve
below and above the test temperature. As temperature increases, the polymer has more
ductile behavior, so the integration of the curve below the test temperature is the ductile
contribution. As temperature decreases, the polymer has more brittle behavior, so the
integration of the curve above the test temperature is the brittle contribution. This
parameter considers both the temperature with respect to the transitions and the breadth
and intensity of the tan delta curve. The parameter is calculated by integrating the tan
delta curve normalized by the temperature difference, as shown in Equation 5.3.
𝑑=
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(5.3)

Figure 5.2 Calculation of ductility parameters based off of a DMA spectrum
The beta transition is localized cooperative motion along the polymer chain. As
temperature decreases, storage modulus increases. This increase means that tan delta after
the peak beta transition will not reach a zero point. Therefore, when calculating the
ductility parameter, the tan delta curve is corrected for a baseline. The beta transition
begins as an intersection of a Gaussian curve with the raw data curve. The baseline then
connects the onset of the beta transition to the end of the alpha transition. After baseline
correction, the ductility parameter can be evaluated as a function of temperature and
frequency. This parameter is compared to the temperature and rate response of PMMA
for large-scale deformation and engineering properties in Figure 5.3.

The ductility

parameters presented in this figure are compared to compression and fracture toughness
data measured at the same conditions.
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Figure 5.3 Ductility parameters as a function of temperature and strain rate (labeled in
legend) for measurements in compression and fracture toughness
In Figure 5.4a, the yield stress is plotted as a function of the ductility parameter.
The ductility parameter is calculated for each strain rate and temperature at which the
yield stress was measured.

As the yield stress decreases, the ductility parameter

increases, as the material becomes more ductile. In Figure 5.4b, the yield stress for
epoxy-based thermosets with varying architecture is compared to the measured values for
PMMA as a function of ductility parameter120. Both sets of data demonstrate a similar
trend: as yield decreases, the ductility parameter increases. This trend demonstrates that
a ductility parameter based on rheological measurements at very low strains correlates
well to large-scale deformation measurements at strains two orders of magnitude larger.
The ductility parameter based on DMA spectra is positively correlated to the molecular
mobility of the polymer: as molecular mobility increases, the ductility increases65.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.4 (a) Yield stress of PMMA for varying strain rate (labeled in legend) and
temperature (circled) compared to (b) yield stress for epoxy-based thermosets with varied
network architecture at 20°C and 1e-03s-1 as a function of ductility parameter
In Figure 5.5a, the rejuvenated stress is plotted as a function of the ductility
parameter. As the rejuvenated stress decreases the ductility parameter increases, and a
similar trend is shown for Figure 5.4. In Figure 5.5b, the strain hardening modulus is
plotted as a function of the ductility parameter. Unlike the yield and rejuvenated stress,
the strain hardening modulus does not correlate with the ductility parameter. In the
strain-hardening regime, entanglements dominate the response, which cannot be captured
by rheological measurements at low strains. The strain-hardening regime is typically
modeled by a rubber-elastic spring suggesting that the entangled network of the polymer
is involved during strain hardening24,118,121.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.5 (a) Rejuvenated stress and (b) Strain hardening modulus as a function of
ductility parameter where the ductility parameter is calculated at each strain rate (labeled
in legend) and temperature (circled)
In Figure 5.6a, the fracture toughness is plotted as a function of the ductility
parameter.

There are two interesting results shown in the fracture toughness

measurements. First, the fracture toughness decreases as the ductility increases. This
result is counterintuitive, as we expect increases in ductility to also increase the fracture
toughness. The fractured surface of PMMA at high rates or low temperatures forms
microcracks or crazes which dissipate more energy and increase the fracture toughness.
This can be observed on the surface of initiation of secondary crack front and parabolic
surface features86,91,122-124.

Due to this phenomenon, the ductility parameter cannot

predict the fracture toughness behavior of PMMA at low temperatures or high strain
rates. Secondly, at 1e-04s-1 and 80°C, PMMA undergoes a ductile-brittle transition. As
the rate increases or temperature decreases, the yield will increase until the fracture
toughness to create surface area becomes less than the yield stress, as described by the
Ludwig-Davidenkov-Orowan hypothesis3. A sharp decrease in fracture toughness is
observed, known as the ductile to brittle transition. In this case, we expect that above
80°C or at lower strain rates, the fracture toughness will increase.
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The ductility

parameter cannot account for the ductile-brittle transition.

Others have begun to

demonstrate a relationship between the alpha and beta transition and the ductile-brittle
transition by evaluating the temperature of the beta transition with respect to the test
temperature. As the beta transition becomes closer to the test temperature, the activation
enthalpy of fracture decreases and the accessible deformation modes related to molecular
motion along chains decrease26,125. Therefore, the peak beta transition temperature with
respect to test temperature does correlate with the ductile-brittle transition, but further
studies are needed to evaluate the ductility parameter estimation of the ductile-brittle
transition.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.6 (a) Fracture toughness of PMMA for varying strain rate (labeled in legend)
and temperature (circled) compared to (b) Fracture toughness for epoxy-based thermosets
with varied network architecture at 20°C and 1e-03s-1 as a function of ductility parameter
In Figure 5.6b, the fracture toughness data for epoxy-based thermosets with
varied network architecture is compared to PMMA. As the ductility parameter increases,
the epoxy’s fracture toughness increases. It is important to note that these epoxies all
have brittle behavior under the experimental conditions with no mixed mode fracture. In
this case, the ductility parameter correlates well to the fracture toughness measurements.
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The ductility parameter is also compared to the estimated size of the process zone.
The process zone is the yielding zone at the crack tip region.

As the yield stress

increases, the fracture toughness increases due to an increased size of process zone, as
seen in the ductile-brittle transition of PMMA. The size of the process zone, rp, is scaled
with the square of the ratio of the fracture toughness to the yield stress as shown in
Equation 5.4.
! !
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(5.4)
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In Figure 5.7a, the size of the process zone is plotted as a function of the ductility
parameter. As the size of the process zone increases, the ductility parameter increases.
This term shows a nice correlation to the ductility parameter, which was similarly seen
for epoxy-based thermosets with varied network architecture (Figure 5.7b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.7 (a) Size of process zone of PMMA for varying strain rate (labeled in legend)
and temperature (circled) compared to (b) Size of process zone for epoxy-based
thermosets with varied network architecture at 20°C and 1e-03s-1 as a function of
ductility parameter
We also investigate the relationship between fracture toughness and ductility
parameter based on compressive properties. In Figure 5.8, the fracture toughness is
plotted as a function of different compressive properties to characterize the general trend.
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As the yield stress increases, the fracture toughness also increases, which again is due to
the mixed mode fracture of PMMA (Figure 5.8a). Additionally, the ductile to brittle
transition is not captured by the yield stress. This is also seen in the rejuvenated stress
(Figure 5.8b). In Figure 5.8c, the fracture toughness is plotted as a function of the strain
hardening modulus. The strain hardening modulus shows no correlation with the fracture
toughness, since the entanglements of the network do not dominate the fracture behavior.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.8 Fracture toughness as a function of (a) yield stress, (b) rejuvenated stress and
(c) strain hardening modulus as a function of strain rate (labeled in legend) and
temperatures (circled)
The size of the process zone is also compared to the compressive properties. In
Figure 5.9a, the size of the process zone is plotted as a function of yield stress measured
at the same conditions. As the yield stress increases, the size of the process zone
decreases. As the yield stress increases, the specimen has a greater propensity to have
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brittle fracture which causes the process zone to decrease in size. This is also seen in the
rejuvenated stress (Figure 5.9b). In Figure 5.9c, the fracture toughness is plotted as a
function of the strain hardening modulus. As the strain hardening modulus increases the
size of the process zone decreases. However, the strain hardening modulus does not have
a trend with temperature and therefore temperature is not labeled in the plot.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.9 Size of process zone as a function of (a) yield stress, (b) rejuvenated stress and
(c) strain hardening modulus
The equilibrium draw ratio, λe, is evaluated and compared to fracture toughness.
The equilibrium draw ratio is based on the shear band stability and is calculated as a force
balance between material in the shear band and material not within the shear band86. The
resultant equilibrium balance is shown in Equation 5.5. The same equilibrium draw ratio
is evaluated for the epoxy-based thermosets presented in Chapter 3.
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Using the compressive properties measured, the equilibrium draw ratio can be calculated.
In Figure 5.10, the fracture toughness is plotted as a function of the inverse equilibrium
draw ratio. As the draw ratio increases, the amount of orientation in the shear band
increases.

The fracture toughness does not show a correlation with respect to the

equilibrium draw ratio since there is mixed mode fracture. Additionally, the temperature
is not labeled since there is no trend with temperature.

Figure 5.10 Fracture toughness as a function of the inverse equilibrium draw ratio for
varying temperatures and strain rates
In Figure 5.11a, the size of the process zone is plotted as a function of the
equilibrium draw ratio. This shows no correlation with respect to the inverse equilibrium
draw ratio. In Figure 5.11b, epoxy data is plotted alongside the PMMA data. The epoxy
shows a much more defined trend; when the process zone increases in size the
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equilibrium draw ratio increases. The temperature is not labeled since there is no trend
with temperature as well.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.11 (a) Size of process zone as a function of the inverse equilibrium draw ratio
varying strain rate and temperature compared to (b) Size of process zone for epoxy-based
thermosets with varied network architecture at 20°C and 1e-03s-1 as a function of
ductility parameter
In Figure 5.12, the fracture toughness is plotted as a function of the inverse
equilibrium draw ratio multiplied by the ductility parameter.

This also does not

accommodate for the ductile to brittle transition but does show a trend when compared to
only the equilibrium draw ratio by itself.
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Figure 5.12 Fracture toughness as a function of the ductility parameter multiplied by the
inverse equilibrium draw ratio as a function of strain rate (labeled in legend) and
temperature (circled)
In Figure 5.13, the size of process zone is plotted as a function of the inverse
equilibrium draw ratio multiplied by the ductility parameter. As the ductility parameter
multiplied by the inverse equilibrium draw ratio increases, the size of the process zone
increases.
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Figure 5.13 Size of process zone as a function of the ductility parameter multiplied by the
inverse equilibrium draw ratio as a function of strain rate (labeled in legend) and
temperature (circled)
5.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we examined the relationship between ductility parameters based
on dynamic mechanical data and equilibrium-based ductility parameters as they correlate
to fracture toughness and other non-linear mechanical properties. We found that the
DMA-based ductility parameter for PMMA correlates well to the yield and rejuvenated
stress measured in compression with varying temperature and strain rates. However,
fracture toughness does not scale with the DMA-based ductility parameter at low
temperatures and high strain rates where it is dominated by mixed mode fracture. The
DMA-based ductility parameter cannot capture the ductile-brittle transition of PMMA.
The size of the process zone scales with the DMA based ductility parameter as well as the
equilibrium-based ductility parameter.
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5.5 Future Work
Future studies may focus on an alternative polymeric system where the lower
temperature behavior does not involve mixed mode failure. One such system may be
Poly (ether sulfone) where the DMA spectrum includes both the alpha and beta transition.
This will allow for fracture toughness and compression measurements to be compared to
a calculated ductility parameter.
Additionally, the ductility parameter can be based on a broadband dielectric
spectrum. This spectrum allows for the investigation of very high strain rates with
measured frequencies up to 106 Hz. These high-rate ductility parameter measurements
can be correlated to other high-rate measurements like ballistic testing.
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